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GLOSS~..RY 

acamana - offering of spoonfuls of water for sipping 

acara - custom or practice; an established rule of conduct 

adhaka - a particular weight and measure of ~apacity 

Adityas - a 9lass of deities, representing the sun in the 
twelve months of the year 

ahnika - a religious ceremony to be performed every day at a 
fixed hour 

angapuja {literally) 
different parts 
different mantras 

apupa - baked pies 

bodyworship; 
of the body of 

aratika - waving of lamp before the deity 

worshipping 
the deity 

the 
with 

arghya - respectful offering of water with or without rice 
grains, durva grass etc. 

/- . . 
asastr~ya - not sanct1oned by the s-acred texts 

af;auca - impurity contacted by thc3 death of a relation or by 
the commission of prohibite~ acts. 

a~~ami - eighth lunar day 

ASwamedha - the horse-sacrifice the antiquity of which goes 
back to the Vedic period 

bahiryaga - external worship 

bhak~ya - side dishes of edible things 

bhaksyaabhaksya - food that should be eaten and that which 
· should not be eaten 

bhasma - sacred ash 

bhukti - worldly pleasure 

Brahmaloka - the realm of God Brahma 

carita - texts containing or relating deeds or adventures of 
a sacred deity pr person 
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caru - an oblation (of rice, barley and pulse) boiled with 
butter and milk for presentation to the gods, or 
manes 

caturdasi - fourteenth lunar day 

caturthi - fourth lunar day 

dak~i~a - sacrificial fee 

dana - donation or gift 

dasami - tenth lunar day 

dharma - religion 

dravyasuddhi - sanctification of materials 

dravyayajna - material sacrifice 

dvadasi - twelveth lunar day 

dvija - first three castes (brahmana, kastriya and vaisya) 
of the Brahmanical sociai order, those who were 
permitted to wear the sacred thread 

dvitiya - second lunar day 

ekadasi - eleventh lunar day 

Garhapatya - fire - the house holder's fire (received from 
his father and transmitted to his descendants; one 
of the three sacred fires, being that from which 
sacrificia1 fires are lighted) 

Gayatrimantra - a famous hymn of great sanctity in honour of 
God Savit~ in the ~g Veda 

Goloka - 'cow world', a part of heaven; 
mythologies, K~~rya's heaven 

gu~a-dhenu - sugar-cow presented to brahmanas 

in later 

havi?yajhavi~yanna - sacrificial food consisting of rice or 
other grain, clarified butter etc. 

homa - oblation or sacrifice, the act of making an oblation 
to the Devas or Gods by casting clarified butter 
into the fire 
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indriyas - senses 

itihasa - legends; traditional accounts of former events; 
heroic history 

istadevata - core deity 

jap~ - muttering prayers, repeating in a murmuring 
passages from scripture or charms or names 
deity 

tone 
of a 

kama~qalu - a gourd or vessel made of wood or earth used by 
ascetics and religious students.for water 

karmavipaka - the good or evil consequences in this life o.f 
human acts performed in previous births 

krsara - a dish consisting of sesamum and grain (a mixture 
of rice and peas with few s~ices) 

kudava - a particular weight and measure of capacity 

kunda - a hole in the ground for the sacred fire for 
·· oblations 

mamsa meat 

ma~qapa - an open hall or temporary building erected on 
festive occasions; temple; pavilion 

mantra - a sacred formula addressed to any individual deity 

matsya - fish 

Maya - cosmic illusion 

misra - mixed 

mukti - salvation 

muhurta - a moment, any short space of time 

murtipalas - guardian deities 

naksatra - an asterism or constellation through which the 
moon passes; a lunar mansion 

naivedya - an offering of eatables presented to a deity or 
idol 
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namasamkirtanajnamaganajnamajapa the glorification or 
· incessant repetition of the name of a God 

naraka - hell 

navami - ninth lunar day 

nirajana - waving of lamp or other things bef~re an idol and 
then falling prostrate 

niyama - restraining, controlling or restrictions 

padya - water for washing feet 

pancagavya - five products of the cow taken collectively, 
i.e., milk, curd, clarified butter, urine, cowdung 

pancamakaras or 5 'M's - Tantric rites of worship. These 
m§msa (meat) , 

hand gesture), 
are madya (alcoholic drink), 
matsya (fish), mudra (symbolical 
maithqna (sexual intercourse) 

pancami - fifth lunar day 

pancam~ta- five kinds of divine food (viz., milk, 
coagulated milk or sour milk, butter, honey and 
sugar) 

pancodevapasana - worship of five deities together. Here 
the main deity, say Visnu is worshipped along with 
four other deities, 'say Siva, §akti, Ganesa, 
Brahma or Surya · 

Pasupata - a follower or worshipper of Siva Pasupati 

pataka - an act leading to sin 

pavitraropa~a investiture of the sacred or Brahmanical 
card especially on the image of a deity 

a ball of rice or flour offered to the deceased 
ancestors 

pitrs - ancestors, manes 

pradaksina - circumbulation from left to right of a deity as 
' · a kind of worship 

- , 
prasana - feeding upon, eating, tasting; throwing forth or 

away, casting 
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prastha - a particular weight and measure of capacity 

pratipad - first lunar day 

prayascitta - expiation, atonement 

puja - worship 

pur~ahuti - an offering made with full laddle 

pur~ima - full moon day 

Purusasukta mantra - a famous hymn in the Rg veda describing 
' the supreme soul of the universe and supposed to 

be comparatively modern 

/;B.lagrama sacred stone (black in colour) worshipped by 
Vaisnavas and supposed to be pervaded by the 
presence of Visnu .. 

Sa~kalpa - a solemn vow or determination or declaration to 
perform any ritual observanc~ 

samskara a sacred or sanctifying ceremony 1 one which 
purifies from the taint of sin contracted in the 
womb and leading to regeneration. According to 
Manu there are 12 such ceremonies enjoined on the 
first three or twice born classes 

sall}nyasini - a woman religious mendicant, an ascetic 

sandhya - devotions at morning, noon and evening 
,_ . 
Sant~sukta - name of a hymn 

saptami -·seventh lunar day 

sarvatobhadra a square mystical diagram painted on a 
cloth, and used on particular occasions to cover a 
sort of altar erected to Vi9~u 

sasthi - sixth lunar day 

sastra - any religious or scientific treatise, any sacred 
book or composition of divine authority 

sastriya - sanctioned by the sacred texts 

satarudra mantra 
(Siva) 
Veda 

~ a hymn and prayer dedicated to 
in his hundred aspects found in the 
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siddhi - final emancipation or acquisition of supernatural 
powers by magical means 

smarta - an orthodox brahmana versed in or guided by 
traditional law or usage 

smrti - the whole body of sacred tradition or what is 
remembered by human teachers (in contradiction to 
Sruti or what is directly heard or revealed to the 
Rsis; in its widest acceptance this term includes 
the 6 Vedangas, the sutras, the law books of Manu, 
the Itih~sas, the Puri~as, and the Niti,istras 

sraddha - a ceremony in honour and for the 
relatives observed with great 
various fixed periods and on 
rejoicing as well as mourning by 
relatives 

benefit of dead 
strictness at 
occasions of 
the surviving 

Sricakra- a magical diagram (representing:the orbit of the 
earth), an astrological diviaion of the body (said 
to represent the uterine or pubic region) 

strikarmani - rites performed by women 

sutikabhavana - a temporary building where the mother and 
the child are kept immediately after childbirth 

suvasini - a married woman whose husband is alive 

tapasa - religious austerities 

tarpa~a - refreshing of gods or deceased persons by 
presenting to them libations of water 

tilaka - a mark on the forehead (made with sandalwood, 
coloured earth etc.) as a sectarial distinction 

tithi - a lunar day 

tirthayatra - pilgrimage 

torana - arched doorway, portal, festooned decorations over 
doorways 

trayodasi- - thirteenth lunar day 

tritiya - third lunar day 
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udyapana - the act of bringing to a conclusion 

upacara - proceeding, procedure 

upasana - prayer, meditation 

upavasa - a fast; fasting (as a religious act comprising 
abstinence from all sensual gratification) 

Vajapeya - one of the seven forms of the Soma 
(offered by kings or brahmanas aspiring 
highest position) ' 

·- / I Varnasramadharma - the dut1es of a caste or order 

sacrifice 
to the 

vayana - sweetmeats or cakes which are offered to a deity 
and eaten during a religious festival 

Veda~gas - certain works or classes of works regarded as 
auxilliary to and even in some sense as part of 
the Veda 

vijamantra - seed mantra 

virya - energy 

Vi~puloka - realm of Visnu 

vrata - a vowed observance 

vratakatha - mythical stories, legends, anecdotes 
during a vrata to justify the efficacy 
vrata 

vratee - person undertaking a vrata (vow) 

recited 
of that 

vrsotsarga - setting a bull free on the occasion of a 
·· funeral rite or as a religious act generally 

yantra - a mystical diagram 

Yaksaloka - the world of Yaksas . . 
yoni - female organ 

Yugadharma - codes of conduct pertaining to one paticular 
· period, age 
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CHAPTER I 

UNDERSTANDING THE VRAPAS 

Rituals, ,myths, superstit.ions, all characterize the 

history and culture of a society and reflect its changing 

patterns. To accommodate the needs of an everchanging 

society and to retain their own relevance over a period of 

time, customs and rituals become transformed and often 

completely metamorphosed~ A vrata which is a vowed 

observance is one such ritual. Although the word 'vrata', 

accompanied by certain restrictions on food and behaviour, 

is present in Vedic and post-Vedic literature, the vrata-

ritual was never a Vedic-Brahmanical custom like the 

sacrifice was. Originating in non-Brahmanical folk 

tradition· vratas were assimilated into the pale of 

Brahmanical culture when the situation so demanded. This 

resulted in substantial changes in the nature of vratas. 

Developments in the subsequent period accentuated the 

process, so much so that the vratas which find mention in 

the Brahmanical texts, mainly the Pur§~as, bear little or no 

resemblance to vratas which are a part of folk-tradition 

today. 1 In this study I would mainly concentrate on Puranic 

1. S.R. Das, 'A Study of the Vrata-Rites of Bengal' in Man 
in India, Vol.32, 1952, p.215. 
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vratas because this is one area which has remained 

unresearched. 

1 

VRAT~: MEANING· AND PURPOSE 

In popular perception, a vrata is any religious act of 

devotion which requires the observance of certain rites. or 

austerities for the fulfilment of specific. desires. 2 But 

although vrata as a religious ritual and social custom was 

not integrally related to Vedic-Brahmanical religion, the 

word itself is Vedic in origin. 3 It is mentioned in several 

passages in the ~gveda in connection with almost all the 

4 prominent gods and can be interpreted as a command or law, 

obedience or duty, religious or moral practices, religious 

worship or observance, sacred or solemn vow or undertaking 

and vow or pattern of conduct. 5 It should not be supposed 

that these several meanings followed one another in a time-

sequence. Rather· it:is quite possible that two or more 

meanings were in vogue simultaneousiy. ·By the time the 

2. Das, Op.cit, p.212. 

3. P.V. Kane, History of Dllarmasastra, Vol.V, Part I 
(Poona: 1962}, pp.1-19. 

4. K.D. Nambiar, Narada-Purana- A Study (Varanasi: 1979}, 
p.232. 

5. Kane, Op.cit., p.5. 



Brahmanas were composed, the word vrata came to possess two 

secondary meanings described from the sense of 'religious 

observance or obligation' i.e., 'a proper course or pattern 

o'f conduct for a person' and 'an upavasa' i.e. the 

, sacrificer's staying at night near the Garhapatya fire or 

fasting. 6 In Sutra literature- Srauta sutras, ~~hya sutras 

and Dharma sutras - these above two meanings of the vrata 

are found. 7 Patafijali, on the other hand, defines vrata as 

niyama or vinaya i.e. rules of conduct which presumably 

involve the selection oi choice between what is good and 

what is bad. While explaining and. giving examples of 

vratas, he refers to the items that are admissible as food 

for the brahma:r;as ·and other dvija castes. 8 The Smrtis 

however define the word ·in a different way. Since 

prayascittas (expiations) involved the observance of several 

strict rules, these came to be regarded as vratas in Manu, 

Yajiiavalkya, Sa:rpkhya and other sm~tis. 9 In the Mahabharata 

again, any religious undertaking or vow with certain 

restrictions on food or behaviour is·considered to be a 

vrata. It is also applied in this epic to any course or 

pattern of conduct or behaviour that is not necessarily 

6. Kane, Op.cit., p.25. 

7. Ibid. , p.26. 

8. Das, Op.cit., p.212. 

9. Kane, Op.cit., p.27. 
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1
. . 10 re l.gl.OUS. Thus, from the beginning of the Christian era, 

vrata definitely came to mean "a religious undertaking or 

vow, observed on a certain tithi, week days,. month or other 

period for securing some desired object by worshipping a 

deity and was usually accompanied by restrictions on· food 

'and behaviour". 11 

A detailed description of vratas, is found in the 

Puranas especially in the Matsya, Agni, Garuqa, Narada, 

Skanda and Bhavisya Puranas. . Ih the ·Agni Purima · for 

instance, a ~rata is defined as tapas because it causes 

hardship to the performer and it is called niyama since one 

has to restrain, regulate or control the indriyas (senses). 

Thus the Pura~as understand vrata in the sense of niyama for 

the purpose of tapas. This necessitates the observance of 

several injunctions like fasting, sleeping on the bare 

ground, bathing, abstaining from sexual intercourse etc. If 

however, the vratee, whether a man or woman, fails to 

observe all the injunctions owing to physical or other 

inabilities, there is provision for performing the same 

through a substitute. A woman however can perform a vrata 

only after obtaining permission from her guardian (father, 

husband or son}. The Puranas also dilate upon the merits 

10. Kane, Op.cit., p.27. 

11. Kane, Op.cit., p.28. 
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that are derived from the observance of vratas. Such merits 

are two-fold: bhukti or fulfilment of worldly desires and 

mukti or salvation, in other words, freedom from bondage. 12 

Detailed discussions on vratas are also found in 

several socio-religious and socio-legal texts composed 

during the medieval period. Among such texts, particular 

mention should be made of the Dayabhaga and Kala.viveka of 

Jimutavahana, the Karmanusthanapaddhati and Prayascitta-
• 

prakarana of Bhatta Bhavadeva (11th to. 12th centuries), the . 
Vratakhanda and caturvargacintamani of Hemadri (13th 

century) etc. In principle and detail, these texts mainly 

adhere to the stand taken up by the Pura~as from which they 

derive the bulk of their ~ateria1. 13 

II 

ANTIQUITY OF VRM'AS: A HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Although vratas as religious rituals and social customs 

never acquired any recognition within Brahmanical religion 

prior to the.writing of the Puranas, occasional references . 
to popular magico-religious rites in certain Brahmanical 

12. Kane, Op.cit., p.28. 

13. Das, Op.cit., pp.212-214. 
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texts bear testimony to the continuous existence of rituals 

like vratas either alongside the Brahmanical rites or in 

opposition to these practices. 'I'he .~tharva Veda which J..s 

the best documentary account of non-Brahmanical and 

Brahmanical acculturation{ describes .many rites an<;i 

practices, ,like strikarinani (rites performed by women) which 

must have been borrowed from non-Brahmanical sources. Again 

the G[hya rituals, described in the qrhya sutras are 

essentially magical 

without the agency 

(being capable 

of gods) arid 

of achieving objects 

thus could be non-

Brahmanical in origin. In later Brahmanical accounts also, 

we often find references to observances of folk or popular 

religious rites and practices which were however always 

discouraged. Kautilya for instance, describes various 

magico-religious rituals which were observed by people but 

had no Brahmanical sanction. Even _during the age of Asoka, 

references can be found in his inscriptions to popular rites 

and customs which were observed specifically by women. 

Similar references are also traceable in the Jatakas and 

early Buddhist literature. It is difficult to say whether 

Asoka succeeded in his attempt at discouraging these non

Brahmanical and non-Buddhist practices which must have 

continued as before. 14 

14. Das, Op.cit., pp.219-223. 
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The opposition however could not have persisted for 

long. · With the increasing popularity of heretical sects 

like Buddhism and Jainism, and the continuous intrusion of 

foreigners, the socio-economic position of the brahmanas and 
• 

the supremacy of their religion was alr.eady in threat. 

There was a need to ovecome this crisis, resuscitate 

Brahmanical religion and make it more broadba-sed and 

popular. This was effected through the inclusion of women 

and sudras and the incorporation of such diverse socio-

religious practices like vratas, tirthay~tras etc. vratas 

however could not have been incorporated directly as these 

often consisted of practices antagonistic to the vested 

interests of the Brahmanas. The vratas were thus . 
~estructured and often imparted with a new meaning and 

purpose. Many new vratas were also formulated and these 

find mention in the Puranas and other Brahmanical texts. 

This mainly occurred around the ~)th-6th century A. D. during 

the Gupta age which was also the period when the major 

P - '1 d 15 uranas were comp1 e . . 

15. See for details, R.C. Hazra, Studies in the Puranic Records 
on Hindu Rites and Customs (Delhi: 1975). 
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III 

HISTORIOGRAPHICAL ISSUES 

While Vedic religion and customs have meritted 

attention, Puranic, religion and ritdals particularly the 

vratas have largely remained outside the purview of academic 

research. A possible explanation for thisis that for a long 

time the authenticity of the Puranas was itself in question 
. . 

and consequently little significance was attached to 

Puranic rituals. The only works wortpy of mention in this 

'- ' 16 context are P.V. Kane's, History of Dharma Sastra and R.C. 

Hazra's studies in the Puranic Records on ·Hindu Rites and 

customs. 11 We need to consider t)leir arguments. 

Kane focuses on the origin and evolution of vratas by 

tracing the references to the same in various Brahmanical 

texts like the Vedas, S6tras, Sm~itis etc. Of particular 

importance is the comprehensive list that he provides of a 

large number of vratas, the various sources of which he also 

indicates. However, in the absence of any kind of analysis 

regarding the origin and development of such customs, Kane~s 

work remains only a narrative and descriptive study based 

merely on textual evidences. 

16. Kane, Op.cit. 

17. Hazra, Op.cit. 
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Kane makes a significant point when he writes that the 

keynote struck by the Matsya, Brahma and other Pura~as was 

how to secure great rewards with little effort while the 

methods prescribed in the Vedas were more rigorous. But the 

immense potentiality of this statement remains unexplored as 

he does not try to analyse the reasons and the process which 

brought about this transformation. A similar paucity of 

analysis characterizes his treatment of certain popular 

vratas like Ramanavami vrata, Nava.ratra vrata etc. 

As contrasted to Kane, Harza provides us with a general 

understanding regarding-the birth and evolution of Puranic 

religiori. He adequately analyses the various forces behind 

this development and shows how non-Brahmanical practices 

like vratas were assimilated into Brahmanical religion to 

cater tb the demands of society. He however emphasises more 

on the nature of the causal factors behind this development 

rather than on the impact that such factors had on 

:ontemporary society, religion and culture and the changes 

produced therein. 

Vratas have also been regionally studied, and mention 

may be made of works such as A. Tagore's Banglar Brata {in 

1 .) 18 3enga 1 and S.R. Das's A study of the Vrata-rites of 

LB. A. Tagore, 'Bfu1glar Brata', in Abanindra Rachanabali 
(Calcutta: 1973). 
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Benga1. 19 In both these writings attempts have been made to 

distinguish between the Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical 

elements in some of the popular vratas of Bengal. However, 

both these writings are rather narrow in perspective and the 

studies are confined only to the vratas of one .. region 

Bepgal. Moreover, in the absence of any reference to 

Puranic vratas which also reflect certain non-Brahmanical 

traits, both these studies remain rather myopic and 

incomplete. 

IV 

AIM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND NATURE OF SOURCES USED 

It has been stated-that Puranic vratas, unlike popular 

non-Brahmanical vratas follow a common pattern. There is 

barely any difference between one vrata and another with 

regard to ritual-procedure, objective etc. 20 In my 

dissertation, I would however like to show that Puranic 

vratas; while operating within a given framework, exhibit 

significant structural and functional variations. Puranic 

vratas are usually propitiatory in nature, dedicated to one 

or more deities, and it is possible to relate these 

19. Das, Op.cit. 

20. Ibid., pp.213-215. 
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variations in ritual-pattern, aim etc. to the respective 

sectarian affiliations. I will also attempt to highlight 

changes even within a particular vrata when it is repeatedly 

mentioned in more than one text. My study will be confined 

to . the vratas dedicated to three main deities 

Gauri/Durga I • 
and S1va. The period under focus will be the 

late ancient - early medieval times, i.e. roughly from the 

6th-7th centuries A. D. to the 1.2th-13th centuries A. D. This 

broad chronological scheme has been adopted in view of the 

fact that the Purinas are dateable to different time-
• 

periods. Also such a study will facilitate ~ comparative 

study of vratas. 

In view of the paucity of secondary writings, I have to 

rely almost entirely on primary sources. These will 

primarily include the different Pur~nas. Due to constraints . 
of time, I will not be able to look into the entire corpus 

of. Puranic literature but will focus on the following: 

Matsya Pura.Qa, Narada Purana, 
• Bramhavaivartta 

Devibhagavata Pura~a and Linga Pura~a. The Matsya Pura~a, 

dateable approximately between the 6th and 7th centuries 

21 A.D., is one of the earliest Puranas which mentions a 

large number of vratas. It is a non-sectarian text and 

prescribes vratas to propitiatl3 different deities like 

21. Hazra, op.cit., pp.176-177. 
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Visnu, 
/ . 
S1.va, Surya, Gauri etc. The Narada Purana in • • . 

contrast is a relatively late conposition and can be placed 

~1 b th th d tl . 22 roug,, y etween · e 8 an 11·~ centur1es A.D. It is a 

Vaisnava sectarian text but recommends a large number of 

vratas in honour of other dei tief:: also. The Brahmavai vartta 

Purana is also a Vaisnava 'sectarian composition. . It is 

dateable to an even later period, approximately between the 

loth d th t . D 23 an 16 cen ur1es A. . However, it seems that the 

the Brahmavaivartta Pura~a was originally the work of a 

Brahrna cult and according to A.J. Rawal, 24 came into 

existence as early as the 7th or 8th century A.D. It was 

only after the lOth century A.D. when the Krsna and Radha 

worst1ip gained popularity that it underwent changes and was 

r.ev ised and enlarged. This pro( •= :;s took place between the 

14th and 16th centuries A.o. 25 The Devibhagavata Purana 

" again is a Sakta sectarian composition and is dateable 

roughly to a period between the later half of the 11th or 

the 12th cent~ry A.o. 26 Finally the Linga Pura~a, as its 

22. Hazra, Op.cit., pp.l84-185. 

2J. IlJid. , pp. 187-188. 

24. A.,J. Rawal, Indian Society, Religion and Mythology- A 
study of Brahmavaivarta-Purana (Delhi: 1982), p.5. 

25. Il>id. 

26. " . U. Dev, The Concept of Sal; t: 1 in the 
1987), p.41. 

Puranas . (Delhi: 
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name indicates, is a sectarian Purana dedicated to Siva. It 

is also a late composition and can be placed in the period 

h . . t 1 27 between the 8th and lOt centur1es A.D. approx1ma e y. 

The tables provided with the different chapters are 

based on these primary sources and deal with the description 

of vratas, the nature of devotees and their promised 

rewards, the total numb~r of vratas dedicated to different 

deities, a study of ritual procedures in different texts 

etc. The basic purpose of these tables is to corroborate as 

well as provide us with a better understanding of the 

arguments developed within the chapters. 

This dissertation consists of four chapters and a 

conclusion. While this first chapter, introductory in 

nature, provides a broad understanding of the vratas, the 

second chapter discusses,. albeit briefly, the general 

characteristics of Puranic vratas and the similarities and 

differences with Puranic and Vedic rituals. Thi~ is based 

on an examination of vratas mentioned in the Matsya Pur ana . 
and the Niirada Pural!a. I have also distinguished the 

Vaisnava, Sakta and saiva vratas prescribed in the Narada .. 
Purana. The third chapter focuses on the same though in 

27. See Hazra, Op. cit., pp.l79-180 and N. Gangadharan, 
Linga Pura~a- A study (Delhi: 1980), pp.l34-145. 
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greater detail, in the context of the three texts the 

Brahmavaivartta Pura~a, the Devibhagavata Purana and the 
. . 

Ling a Purana . . The fourth chapter studies certain specific 

vratas, those which are recommended more than once in the 

five texts analysed. The conclusion ties up my arguments. 

14 



CHAPTER II 

-
GENERAL PATTERN OF VRATAS: A STUDY OF THE HATSYA PURANA AND . 

- -THE NARADA PURANA . 

Though the Pura~as began to :incorporate Sm~ti-matter as 

early as 200 A.D., subjects like vrata, tirthayatras etc. do 

not find any mention in most of the early Puranas. In fact, 

t l.. 11 th th t th - 1 . t e 5 cen ury A.D., e Puraryas as R.C. Hazra pol.n s 

out, discussed only those Hindu rites and customs which were 

prescribed in the early Smrti samhitas like those of Manu . . 
and Yajnavalka. 2 It was only from the 6th century onwards 

that subjects like gifts, initiation~ consecration of 

images, vratas, tirthayatras, puja etc. began to be 

incorporated into these texts. This explains why such early 

texts like the Visnu, Markandeya, Vayu, . . . . Brahmanda Puranas . 
are completely silent on these practices. Here I would like 

to analyse two post-5th century Puraryas - the Matsya Purana 

and the Narada Pura.l}a. While the Matsya Purar:a, dateable 

roughly between the 5th and 7th centuries A.D. 3 is perhaps 

1. Hazra, Op.cit., pp .. 188-189. 

2. These topics are: Varnasramadharma, Acara, Ahnika, 
Bhak~yabhak~ya, Vivaha·, Asauca, Sraddha, Dravya-Suddhi, 
Pataka, Prayascitta, Naraka, Karmavipaka, Yuga-dharma. 
See: Hazra, Op.cit., p. 188. 

3. Hazra, Op.cit., pp.176-177. 
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one of the earliest Puranas which prescribes a large number 
. . 

of vratas, the Narada PUrar:a is dateable to a later period 

between the 9th and 11th centuries A.D.4 and includes a 

substantially larger number of vratas. The Narada Pura~a in 

contrast to the Matsya Pura~a reveals a distinct sectarian 

(Vai~~ava)5 influence although at the same time it also 

mentions vratas in honour of deities other than Visnu (eg., 

Siva, Durga, Gauri etc.). 

In this Chapter, I would like to examine the extent to 

which Puranic vratas were a continuation, negation and 

restructuration of Vedic rituals and analyse these trends 

with regard to certain contemporary socio-economic and 

religious developments. Further, I would like to show 

through a comparative study of these two texts how 

sectarianism made its initial appearance in the Narada 

Purana, thus imparting a distinctiveness to the vratas . . 
I 

VEDIC AND PURANIC RITUALS: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

As pointed out by S.R. Pas, Puranic or sastriya vratas 6 

(vows which are sanctioned by the sastras} unlike the 

4. Hazra, Op.cit., pp.184-185. 

5. Nambiar, op.cit., p.130. 

6. .Das, Op.cit., p.214. 
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a~astriya 7 vratas (vows which have neither been sanctioned 

nor mentioned by the sastras) operate within a general 

framework. our perusal of the Matsya Purana and the Narada 

Pur ana reveal that the vratas in these texts, whe:ther 
I ~- following Vai~Ifava, Saiva, or Sakta, include the 

charac.teristics -, selection of a proper tithi, fasting, 

bathing, sleeping on the bare floor, keeping awake at night, 

bathing the deity, worshipping with different - - 8 upacaras, 

offering • -.- 9 angapu]a, honouring the preceptor and other 

Brahmanas with eatables and often wine, elaborate gifts and 

daksina, offering oblation to the fire, chanting Vedic . . 
mantra, listening to the Pura~as, practising abstinence, and 

finally breaking the fast by eating (parana). 

7. Das, Op.cit., p.215. 

8. The Narada Purana constantly refers to 16 upacaras. 
These are: avahana (invitation), asana {offering a 
seat), padya {water for washing feet), arghya 
·(respectful offering of water with or without rice 
grains, durva grass, flowers), acamaniya {offering 
spoonfuls of wate·r for sipping) , snana {bath) , vastra 
{cloth), yajnopavita (sacred thread), gandha (sandal 
paste), puspa (decoration with flowers), dhupa 
{incense), dipa (waving of light), naivedya (offering 
of eatables), tambula (betel-leaves), daksina 
(religious fee), pradak~i~a (clockwise circumbulation~. 
See: J.L. Sastri (ed.), Narada Purana {Delhi: 1981), 
Vol. IV (trans.), p.1495. · 

9. Ahgapuja literally means bodyworship. It consists ·of 
worshipping the different parts of the body of the 
deity with different mantras. See J.D. Akhtar (ed.), 
Matsya Pura~a (Delhi: 1972), p.22. 
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In many senses, a majority of these rituals, as a 

careful study would show, had their parallels in Vedic 

't 1 10 r1. ua s. In a steady interaction of ideas, Vedic 

formulaic images, cultural forms and values silently and 

unobstrusively , penetrated into and influenced Puranic 

vratas. Perhaps the greatest similarity is found in the 

performance of the homa {oblation to fire) which resembled 

to a large extent Vedic sacrifices. For instance, the 

Bhimadvadasi vrata11 in the Matsya Pura~a required, amongst 

other things, the performance of a homa, for which a mandapa .. 
{pandal) furnished with a tora~a (portal) and kunda 

(sacrificial pond) was to be erected, all according to 

specified measurements. The homa was to be performed with 

caru (sacred to Visnu) and clarified . . . butter, and Vedic 

mantras were continuously chanted. This homa, it should be 

noted, could be conducted only through branmanas, twelve in 
' 

number, four of whom were ~g-Vedins, another four Yajur-

Vedins and the remaining four Sama-Vedins. The vrata was 

then brought to a conclusion by propitiating the brahmar;as 

with lavish gifts. 

----------~--------

10. A.B. Keith, The Religion aJJd Philosophy of the Vedas 
and Upanishads (Cambridge: 1925). 

11. Matsya Pura~a, Chap.69, Verse 40-46 {transl.), pp.207-
208. 
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Similarities with Vedic rit~als are noticeable in other 

instances too. The Krsnastaml 12 vrata for instance . .. 
reflected the belief in the sanctifying effects of 

pancagavya; the Piir.l}ima vrata and Dhvajaropana vrata, both 

in h0nour of Visnu, required the recitation of the Puru~a . . . 

sukta 13 ,_ . t 14 and Sant~suk a mantras; the Gauri 15 vrata (in 

honour of Goddess Gauri) was completed only after the 

devotee donated twelve cows to br~hma.l}as. Even many of the 

rites and customs constituting the sixteen up~caras (used in 

worshipping deities as mentioned before) were prevalent in 

Vedic times for receiving guests and pitrs at the time of 

h , - h 16 t e sradd a. The examples cited above represent varying 

degrees of incorporation into a Brahmanical or Vedic 

conceptual order. 

Inspite of these similarjties, Puranic rituals in 

general and vratas in particular cannot be characterized as 

a mere repetition of Vedic rituals and in fact in many ways 

marked a sharp break. In a process of constant interaction 

between the two, there occurred a cultural synthesis, a 

12. Matsya Purar;a, Chap. 56, Verse 1-6 (trans.), p.173. 

13. Narada Purar:a, Chap.18, Verse 9-11 (trans.) 1 p.297. 

14. Ibid. , ch·ap. 19, Verse 14-16 (trans.) 1 p. 301. 

15. Ibid. , Chap. 112, Verse 7 (trans.) , p.1432. 

16. Ibid., p.1495. 
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synthesis that had within it elemt3nts of both acceptance and 

rejection, and a restructuration. Inspite of the sharing of 

Vedic symbols, performances and rites, a distinctive 

identity of the vratas was maintained through a redefinition 

and restructuration of the practices. The following 

examples elaborate my argument. 

The homa (an integral part of most vratas), for 

instance was a Puranic sacrifice and was quite different 

from the Vedic yajna. It was more a 'material sacrifice' 

d ·- ) 17 d ld b h t . d 1 th d ( ravya yaJna an cou e c arac er1ze on y as a me o 

of worship. This was mainly bt3cause the Puranas while . 
retaining the procedural importance of the original Vedic 

sacrifice, did away with its oblations and sacerdotalism to 

a large extent. The deities here were also different and 

the aim of the vratee was to secure salvation and a 

permanent place in the abode of the deity rather than mere 

mundane wealth. This becomes evident if one looks .at the 

Tables (I-VI} provided herewith. Since it was the aim of the 

learned followers of the Vedic system to resurrect and 

popularize Brahmanical religion, they, as writes P.V. Kane, 

"hit upon the glorification of vratas and promised heaven 

and otherworldly and spiritual rewards to those who 

17. P.G. Lalye, Studies in Devibhagavata (Bombay: 1973), 
p.198. 
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performed vratas that were comparatively easy a.nd within the 

reach of all 11 •
18 

Mention has been made further to the use of Vedic 

mantras during the observance of. a vrata. However, in most 
J 

cases, these mantras like Purv:f:!a Sukta, Santi-sukta etc. had 

either a superficial or no relation with the vratas. In the 

opinion of s. Jaiswa119 , the only reason behind their 

selection was that these hymns contain words having some 

affinity with the act though the meaning conveyed by the 

entire hymn may be absolutely irr~levant and inappropriate. 

For instance it is difficult to understand the reason behind 

the use of the Puru~a Sukta hymn in the Dhvajaropa~a vrata 

which mainly con~ists of the installation of a banner or 

20 flag on a Visnu temple . . . 

Again dana and daksina (propitiation of the brahmanas .. 
with various gifts and money as sacrificial fee constitute 

an integral part.of vratas as our reading of the texts would 

show. In fact the Matsya Purana repeatedly warns the vratee . 
that he " should not give way to niggardliness or 

18. Kane, Op.cit., p. 43 

19. s. Jaiswal, The Origin and Development of Vaisnavism 
(Delhi: 1981), p.135. 

20. Narada Pura~a, Chap.19, Verse 14-18 (transl.), p.301. 
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doubt1121 while offering gifts because " a man or a woman 

who exercises miserliness goes to the lower • II 22 reg1on . 

Gifts to brahmanas have been highly expounded in Vedic 

literature. The Vedas, Brahma~as, and Dharmasutras testify 

to the huge gifts made to the brahma~as occasionally and 

refer to the priests trying to extract the highest amount as 

priestly fee from the clients by proclaiming that the act of 

dana was highly meritorious. However, in most cases, such 

gifts comprised simple items like cows, grain, horses, etc. 

In the Puranas, on the bther hand, the gifts are multiplied 

in number and variety. Among the chief items enumerated as 

gifts in the Matsya Pura~a and Narada Pura~a are objects of 

daily use - garments, shoes, umbrellas, beds, bedsheets, 

pillows, utensils, various eatables etc. 23 A further streak 

of materialism is displayed in the Matsya Pur ana which . 
constantly recommends expensive· donations like golden images 

of deities, precious stones, houses etc. to the brahmar:as at 

the conclusion 24 of every vrata. The reason behind such 

propaganda is understandable if one keeps in mind the social 

degradation and economic depression to which the brahmanas 

21. Matsya Pura~a, Chap.60, Verse 43 (trans.), p.l85. 

22. Ibid., Chap.62, Verse 34 (trans.), p.l92. 

23. See Tables I-VI. 

24. See Matsya Purana and Narada Purana, Chapters on Vratas. . . 
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were subjected during this period. As pointed out by R.C. 

Hazra, if we study the Purar:as carefully, we can discover 

11 a distinct personal interest behind the attempt, and 

the Puranic dharma appears to be due to a struggle of these 

brahmanas no less for their own economic and,social recovery 
• 

25 than for saving Brahmanical culture in general. 11 

Another striking feature of Puranic vratas is the 

prominent role assigned to the vratees or the performers. 

Most Puranic vratas, as a look .into the Tables I-VI would 

indicate, could be conducted by the vratee himself without 

the mediation of a priest. The brahma~a or the priest in 

most cases was a passive spectator; his only role was to 

grant permission to the vratee and to receive gifts and 

daksina in return. Priestly mediation became necessary only . . 
on certain occasions when a homa or a sacrifice had to be 

conducted by a brahmana. otherwise, any peson irrespective . 
of whether he was a brahma~a, kshatriya, vaisya or sudra was 

eligible to take up a vrata. Even women married, 

unmarried or widowed and prostitutes were not 

disenfranchised from participation and were promised the 

same merits as their male counterparts. In fact, the Narada 

Pura~a prescribes a large number of vratas exclusively for 

25. Hazra, Op.cit., p.243. 



women26 and in the Matsya Pura~a reference can be found to a 

vrata (e.g. Anangadana vrata) to be observed specifically by 

public 27 women. This is a departure from the position 

assigned to womenfolk in any Vedic ritual and from the later 
. 28 

Vedic age onwards, particularly from the age of Manu . 

. 
Thus, the Puranic vratas inspite of sharing certain 

• 
similarities with Vedic rituals, were in many ways a 

discontinuation of the same and reveal significant 

differences, differences which were brought about by certain 

socio-economic and religious necessities of the time. 

II 

VARIATIONS WITHIN PURANIC VRATAS: CERTAIN SECTARIAN TRAITS 

,. ' 
Puranic vratas whether Vai~ryava, Sakta or Saiva were 

affected not only by Vedic rituals but also by certain 

socio-religious movements which imparted certain 

characteristics to the vratas. A study of the Narada Purana 

reveals that even amidst a general infrastructure of vratas, 

26. Narada Pura~a, see Chap. 112 (trans.), pp.1431-1439. 

27. Matsya Pura~a, Chap.70, Verse 1, p.209. 

28. See A.S. Altekar, 
Civilization from 
Date (Delhi: 1978). 

The Position of Women in Hindu 
Pre-historic Times to the Present 
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certain variations or specific characteristics may be 

delineated which are a reflection of the sectarian 

affiliations of these rituals. 

The Matsya Pura~a, which does not reflect any sectarian 

bias has Vratas which are identical irrespeqtive of whether 

th • h f ' I • - 29 ' ey are 1n onour o V1~~u, S1va or Gaur1; 1n contrast, 

in the Narada Pura~a, a text with a Vaisnava bias, it is 

possible to identify certain distinctive features in the 

description of the vratas. 

In this text, most vratas wh.ich are in honour of Visnu 

require the vratee to entertain the deity throughout the 

night with devotional songs and dance accompanied by the 

1 . f . 1 . t t 30 p ay1ng o mus1ca 1ns rumen s. Significantly, the vratas 

which are dedicated to deities other than Visnu do not 

d h t . 31 recommen any sue prac 1ce. It may be noted here that 

entertaining the deity with singing, dancing etc. are 

important constituent elements of Vaisnava devotionalism as 

propounded by the Bhagavata Purar:a and are popular even 

today. This has been clearly explained by T.J. Hopkins in 

29. See Tables I-III. 

30. See Table IV. 

31. See Tables V-VI. 
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h • h- t - I 32 his essay, The Social Teac ~ng of B agava a Pura~a . The 

single most important feature of the Bhagavata Purlif!a, as he 

points out, is its emphasis on bhakti or devotion directed 

to Lord Visnu and his various incarnations. such devotion 

represents a significant change from the bhakti of the 

Bhagavata Gita. While the Gita emphasizes quiet 

contemplation, the other centres around bhakti which 

requires a complete transfer of all. emotions and desires, 

ordinarily expended on worldly pleasures, to the Lord. 

Although the Bhakti movement came into prominence much later 

(14th-15th centuries), bhakti or personal devotion to the 

de~ty was growing in popularity from as early as the 8th-9th 

centuries A.D. in South India. This was primarily owing to 

the influence of the Alvars (Tamil Bhakti Saints) whose main 

activity can be placed in the period between the 8th and 9th 

t 
. 33 cen url.es. Since this was roughly the period when the 

Bhagavata Purana was composed, 34 it is quite possible • that 

its Vaisnava sectarian composers were strongly influenced by 

bhakti ideas propounded by the Alvars. Also temple-worship 

which was in vogue during that time and was highly 

32. See T.J. Hopkins, 'The Social Teaching of the Bhagavata 
Purana' in M. Singer (ed.) Krsna: Myths, Rites and 
Attitudes (Honolulu: 1966). 

33. K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, A History of South 
(London: 1958), pp.415-416. 

34. Singer, Op.cit., p.6. 
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devotional in nature, could have been a contributing factor. 

The Narada Pura~a, composed subsequently, imbibed similar 

bhakti ideals and practices. 

The other set of rituals in the Narada Purana which 

reveal the influence of grotN:ing sectarianism within 

' Brahmanical religion may be studied in the context of the 

vratas dedicat·ed to the· goddess Gauri or Lalita or Bhavani 

·as she is variously known. For instance the most 

characteristic feature of these vratas is the propitiation 

of different categories of women - married women whose 

husbands are alive and unmarried virgins - with gifts and 

eatables. 35 This requirement is conspicuous by its absence 

in the observance of other vratas36 mentioned in the same 

text. It may be worth mentioning in this context that 
, 

women, ac~ording to the Tantric and Sakta cults, are 

regarded as pure manifestations of Sakti and honour done to 

them is believed to bring great merit. 37 In fact, the 

Tantras, as C. Chakravarty points out, highly recommend the 

regular worship of an ordinary woman as the mother-goddess 

. t' f t d' t' t' 38 1rrespec 1ve o any cas e 1s 1nc 1ons. Traditionally, 

35. See Table v. 

36. See Tables IV and VI. 

37. Lalye, Op.cit., p.l19. 

38. c. Chakravarty, Tantras-Studies on Their Religion and 
Literature {Calcutta: 1972), p.81. 
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women who are either virgins or married with husbands living 

have always been regarded as epitomes of auspiciousness. It 

is noteworthy that women who are widowed are not included in 

this category. Ass. Hanchett writes"··· there are two 

sources for the high social status-and magical significance 

accorded to a married woman - one is within her - her own 

chastity, i.e. sexual discipline idealized as exclusive 

devotion to a single husband partner. It is her duty to 

preserve this discipline and so conduct her as to preserve 

and enhance her hu~band's well-being. Secondly it is her 

P+ivilege and another basis of power that she can create a 

special relation between herself and the benign goddess with 

whom she becomes symbolized. This relationship is based on 

a 39 vow". A virgin on the other hand is not any unmarried 

girl. Rather it is from the maintenance of her 'virginity' 

that her .auspiciousness and power are derived. For the 

unmarried woman, a virgin status therefore not only becomes 

socially desirable but also renders her ritually pure in 

comparison to her elders. Thus on particular occasions or 

ceremonies, she is worshipped as Kanyadevi, the virgin 

goddess. 40 The Narada Pura~a then was largely influenced by 

Tantricism and it is possible to establish a connection 

between the worship of women recommended in the text and 

similar tantric rituals. 

39. S. Hanchett, Coloured Rice - Symbolic Structures in 
Hindu Family Festivals (Delhi: 1988), pp.73-74. 
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In Matsya Pural}a and Narada Pura~a, both men and women 

are eligible to perform vratas. However, the Narada Purana 

prescribes certain vratas, especially those dedicated to 

goddess Gauri. 41 These are the exclusive preserve of women. 

Since women were accorded a secondary position in most 

Brahmanical religious ceremonies from the later Vedic age' 

onwards, 42 one might even suggest that Gauri worship was 

prevalent initially outside the pale of the Vedic-

Brahmanical religion, Gauri being a non-Brahmanical deity in 

origin. This.is further corroborated by the fact that the 

worship of a goddess occupied a very subordinate position in 

the Vedic belief structure. Though references to deities 

like Aditi, Usa, Sarasvati, Rudrani etc. are found in Vedic . 
texts and Sarnhitas, these -did not in any way contribute 

' towards the deve~opment of Sakti worship during the Vedic 

and later Vedic age. 43 

A careful study of the Narada Pura~a shows that the 

majority of these vratas which are dedicated to either 

Gauri, Lalita, Katyayani or Bhavani 111ere aimed towards two 

40. P. Hershman, 'Virgin and Mother' in I.M. Lewis (ed.) 
Symbols and Sentiments (London: 1977), p.273. 

41. See Table III. 

42. Altekar, Op.cit., pp.202-206. 

43. J.N. Banerjea, Paura~ic and 'l'antric Religion 
(Calcutta: 1966}, pp.113-114. 
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specific desires - a happy marital life and progeny for the 

. . d 44 marr1ed devotee and a handsome spouse for the unmarr1e . 

The vratas dedicated to deities other than Gauri however are 

usually aimed at attaining heaven and identity with the 

deity himself. Thus it may be possible to conclude that the 

worship of the goddess, be it Gauri or Lalita was in its 

origin a non-Brahmanical practice restricted amongst the 

women folk who performed it for attaining certain specific 

desires ~ conjugal bliss, children and a handsome husband. 

, 
The Saiva vratas or the vratas dedicated to siva in 

both the Matsya and Narada Purar:as, in general, do not 

reflect any distinctive characteristic traits either in 

. t 1 d . 45 r1 ua proce ure, a1m or purpose. However, mention may be 

made of the Uma-Mahesvara vrata referred to in the Narada 

Pural)a which includes among other rituals, the 
-, 46 

Pasupata 

rite (besmearing one's body with bhasma, and lying on it). 

The Pasupata rite is a sectarian Saivite custom, propounded 

and practised - / by the followers .of the Pasupata school of 
,. . 

Saivism and its inclusion in a Sa1va vrata mentioned in the 

Narada Pural)a only reflects the penetration of Saiva 

sectarian symbols and practices into the text. 

44. See Table V. 

45. See Tables III and V. 

46. See Table VI. 
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Thus it is evident from the above discussion that 

Puranic vratas have a distinct identity of being at the same 

time a continuation of Vedic rituals and a negation of the 

same. This distinctiveness was only accentuated over time 

by the incorporation of various sectarian symbols and 

practices resulting in significant variations within the 

general pattern of vratas. 
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TABLE I: VRATAS IN HONOUR OF VI~~ IN THE lfArSYA PURAlfA 

SERIAL NAME 
NO. 

2. 

Had ana 
dvadasi 
vrata 

Rohinicandra 
~ayana vrata 

DATE 

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra, to be 
repeated every 
month for one 
year 

Full moon day 
falling on 
Monday, or 
Monday with 
Rohini asterism 
(to be 
repeated 
every month 
for one year 
beginning 
with 
srava-Qa) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

faating; sleeping on floor; 
installing earthernfmetal jar filled 
with fruits, sugarcane, white rice 
and covering it with copper plate 
containing fruits, gold, raw sugar; 
placing image of Cupid and Rati made 
of sugar on it; performing angapuja; 
offering sandal, incense, prayer 
along with music or reciting of 
glories of Cupid and Vi~~u; giving 
jar to a brahma~a; honouring 
brahmaryas with food and gifts; 
breaking fast with food devoid of 
salt 

udyapana rite - worshipping golden 
image of Cupid; performing sacrifice 
with white sesanum, ghee, pronounc
ing Cupid's different names; 
worshipping priest and consort; 
honouring brahma-Qas with food and 
gifts of ghee, cows, beds, clothes, 
ornaments, sugarcane, image of Cupid 
(to priest) 

Bathing with pancagavya, mustard; 
reciting 'Apyasva' (Vedic) mantra 
108 times; performing 'angapuja' of 
Vi~Qu along with fruits and flowers 
of different kinds; worshipping 
Rohinl with flower, incense, 
eatables; worshipping Moon and Vi~QU 
with flowers; sleeping on floor at 
night; offering a vase of water, 
gold, eatables to a brahmaQa; 
breaking fast with food (ghee, milk, 
urine of cow) without flesh and 
salt 
udyapana rite giving a golden 
image of Rohini and Moon to a 
brahma~a, together with 8 white 
pearls, white cloths, milk, utensiles 
rice, raw sugar, sugarcane, fruits, 



SIGNIFICANCE 

Jiti, mother of demons, begot the 
~aruts by performing this vrata. 
Since Madana is the name of Kama or 
:upid and the vratee is asked to 
~orship Vi~~u in the form of Cupid, 
it is quite possible to suggest that 
the v.rata was originally dedicated 
to Cupid but was later transformed 
into a Vai~~ava vrata.- Th~ story of 
Jiti perhaps suggests that vrata was 
Jriginally performed by womenfolk to 
)eget children. In fact, the vratee 
is asked to perform the vrata for 
:he same purpose though he is also 
~remised other rewards, which 
:1robably were later additions when 
:he vrata came under the influence 
Jf Vaisnavism 

;udras should observe vrata with a 
iifferent mantra (non-Vedic), e.g., 
>omaya Varadayatha Visnave cha namo 
?amah. The name Rohi;icandrasayana 
)erhaps indicates that the vrata was 
initially dedicated to Moon-god i.e. 
'Candra' and his consort Rohini but 
~as late~ transformed into a 
/ai~~ava vrata 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

Janardana/ 
Vi~QU ,l.n 
the form of 
Cupid 

Visnu with .. 
Rohini an.d 
Moon 

32 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

Not 
specified 

Men and 
women also 
sudras 

REWARD 

One attains 
liberation 
from evil, 
begets worthy 
childen, 
passes away 
in peace 

One attains 
region of 
Moon and 
Vi~qu 

PAGE 
NO. 

21-24 

173-175 



3. 

4. 

5. 

Ak!!jay•tri
tiya vrata 

Third lunar day 
in fortnight of 
Vaisakha with 
Krithika 
aster ism 

Bhimadvadasi Twelveth lunar 
vrata day in bright 

fortnight in 
Hagha 

Anahgad5na Sunday with 
vrata asterism 

HastajPusya/ 
Piirnavasu 

white cow, covered with gold 
silver; worshipping him along 
consort; giving bed, mirror etc. 
charity 

and 
with 

in 

bathing in water mixed with aksata 
(unhusked rice); offering aksata to 
the deity; offering aksata or barley 
meal to brahm~as; eating the same. 

On tenth day anointing body with 
clarified butter; bathing in water 
mixed with sesamum, performing 
angapuja of Vi~~u and Lak~mi; 
worshipping Siva, Ga~esa with 
sandal, incense, flowers, eatables; 
eating porridge; washing 100 steps; 
brushing teeth; performing sandhya; 
sleeping on bare earth; on 11th day 
hearing recitations from Itih!sa 
(sacred text) at daybreak; bathing; 
keeping a fast; offering libations 
to manes; erecting a pandal accord
ing to measurements; bathing Vi~Qu 

with •ilk;erecting a sacrificed pole; 
getting sacrifice performed by 12 
Vetfi.c brahmaqas; honouring them with 
food and gift; staying up at night 
with music and song; breaking fast 
next day with food, but abstaining 
froa .eat and salt. 

bathing in water mixed with herbs; 
worshipping Vi~QU with angapuja, 
incense, flowers, sandals, food; 
honouring brahmana with incense, 
flowers; satisfying every desire of 
the brahma~a; offering one prastha 
(measure) of uncooked rice to him 
for 13 months; on completion 



This is one of the most significant 
vratas prevalent even today. 
Reference to this vrata is found in· 
the Lar Plates of Govindracandra of 
Kanauj (1146 AD). The vrata is so 
called because the merit earned by 
performing it is ak,aya i.e. 
inexhaustible. The Matsya Pura~a 

however differs. According to this 
text, since Vi~~u is worshipped with 
ak~ata (unhusked rice) the vrata is 
called Ak!!aya tritiya 

Bhima first 
one public 
(nymph), 
(celertial 

performed this 
women became an 

a dairymaid 
nymph), a Vaisya 

vrata; 
apsara 
Urvasi 

girl 
queen of Indra, a maid -
K~~~a, i.e. Satyabhama by 
this vrata. 

wife of 
observing 

16,000 wives 
observe this 

of "Krsna asked to ... 
vrata to get rid of 

their sins. Perhaps the vrata is so 
called because the vrata is asked to 
donate an image of Cupid (Ananga) 
and Rati to a brahmana while 
performing the vrata 

Vi~9u 
(Janardana) 

Visnu .. 

Vi~l)U 
a1ongwith 
Cupid and 
Rati. 

3~ 

not 
specified 

men and 
women 

prostitutes 

one attains 197-1~ 

everlasting 
benefit, bliss, 
result of 
Rajasuya 
sacrifice 

The vrata 
leads to 
fulfilment 
of all 
wishes 

Sins become . . 
dispelled 
devotee 
attains 
region of 
Mlidhava 

.205-20 

209-213 



Asunyasayana 
vrata 

visokadvadasi 
vrata 

Visnu vrata .. 

Twelveth lunar 
day in dark 
fortnight 
of Sravana 

Twelveth lunar 
day of Asvina 

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika, 
Caitra, 
vaisakha, 
Hargasir~a, 
Phalguna, 
Asadha . . 

honouring brahma~a and his wife with 
gifts; satisfying a good brahma~a for 
13 months and anybody thereafter 

Offering prayer to Vi~~u; singing 
hymns in his honour with music, or 
ringing the bell; eating at night; 
avoiding oil, salt, acids; honouring 
brah•ana with various gifts, food, 
ima~e of Vi~~u and Laxmi next day 

Taking light food on 11th day; 
brushing teeth with face towards 
north/east; worshipping Visnu and 
Lak~I; fasting; sleeping; on 12th 
day bathing with pancagavya, water, 
mixed with medicines; wearing white 
clothes and garlands; performing 
angapuja; worshipping with sandal, 
flowers, fruits etc.; erecting an 
altar square in shape amidst a 
circle, all according to given 
measurements; installing image of 
Lak~mi made of river sand, in a 
winnowing basket; worshipping her 
wiLh fruits, clothes, golden lotus 
and mantra; singing throughout 
night; sleeping in last quarter; 
honouring brahma~a couple with food 
and gifts; udyapana rite giving 
bed, guga-dhenu (sugar cow) etc. to 
brahman as . 

On lOth day, taking light food, 
taking up resolution; on 11th day 
reciting Gayatri mantra 108 times, 
performing angapuja with white 
sandal flowers; keeping a golden 
fish and golden lotus; placing a 
wai:er pitcher; keeping a vessel fill 
of molasses, and sesasum; staying up 
at night, reciting from Itihasa; on 
12th lunar day, giving away water 



Since the vrata is observed so that 
th~r -bed does not become empty, in 
cit"fier words, there is no separation 
between husband and wife, it has 
been given this name 

Since by observing this v~ata, 
separation from dear ones does 
not become painful, it i_s called 
so (soka-painfbereavement) 

The vrata is so called because it is 
dedicated to Visnu .. 

Visnu 
0 • 

Vi~t;lU and 
Lak!:jlmi 

Visnu · 

34 

Women with 
husband 
alive, 
widow, man 
with wife
alive 

not 
specified 

not 
specified 

It prevents 
separation 
between 
husband and 
wife, one 
becomes 
blessed with 
sons, cattle 
wealth etc. 
attain Vi~':lu 
region 

213-215 

Separation 227-228 
from dear ones 
ceases to be 
painful, one 
attains pros-
perity, it 
saves men 
from evils 

One attains 
liberation 
from sin; 

267-268 

frees ancestors; 
obtains libera-
tion from grief, 
diseases, 
poverty; finally 
takes birth as 
a king 



9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Vibhuti
dvadasi 
vrata 

Lila vrata 

Priti vrata 

Pitri vrata 

Vi~ryu vrata 

Kanti vrata 

Bhumi vrata 

not specified 

Four JDOnths 
beginning with 
Ash ida . . 

Full IDOOn day, 
for one year 

Four lftOnths from 
A!!af!ha 

vaisa.kha 

One month 

pitcher, golden lotus etc., to a 
brahma~a; giving an image of one 
incarnation of Vi~~u every month; 
giving food and gifts to preceptor 
and brahmaT!as 
A poor man can worship Visnu for two 
years with flowers only 

Giving mount of salt, bed, image of 
Vi~Qu, golden Kalpa·tree, villages 
to preceptor; garments, kamalJqalu, 
cows to 12 brahmanas . 

Giving a bull, blue lotus of gold, 
vessel of sugar; eating only at night 
at a secluded place 

Giving up unguents; giving away rice, 
clean cooking utensils 

Taking milk; performing sraddha; giving 
away 5 milch cows, pitchers of water, 
clothes 

Bathing early in the morning; feeding 
bralimar:as; giving cow in Karttika 

Abstaining from flower and salt; 
giving away a cow 

Fasting for a month, giving away a 
cow to a brahmana 



Anangavati, a courtezan became 
Priti, wife of Cupid, by observing 
this vrata. A hunter and wife 
became king and queen of immense 
virtue by simply offering lotus 
flowers and not accepting gifts, 
toad etc. 

This vrata is so called because it 
pleases everybody 

Since this vrata is aimed towards 
liberation of ancestors it is called 
Pitri vrata 

This vrata is so called because it 
is the giver of lustre and fame 

Visnu 

Visnu .. 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

35 

not 
specified 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

One attains 
material 
wealth, 
liberation 
from sins 

One attains 
rank of 
Vif!I}U 

269-271 

271-272 

Vrata pleases 272 
all; devotee 
attains region 
of Vi!i!l'}U 

One goes to 
domain of 
Vi~~u, saves 
ancestors, 
becomes king 
of kings 

One attains 
Vi~l'}u's realm 

One attains 
Vi~l'}U's world, 
takes rebirth 
as a king 

274 

275 

One attains 275 
Vi~ryu's realm 



16. Krsna vrata ... 

17. Phala vrata 

18. Vi!f!l}U vrata 

Eleventh lunar 
day of each 
month 

Caturmasa 
(Eleventh lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
A~acfha to 11th 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika 

Twelveth lunar 
day of every 
month 

Taking meal only at night; g~v~ng a 
quiot of gold to a Vai~qava 

Abstaining from larger fruits, giving 
same fruits and a pair of cows to a 
brahman a 

Fasting, giving cows, clothes to 
brahmanas 



Since the vrata requires abstention 
from certain fruits and donation 
of the same ~o a brahma~a, it is 
called Phala vrata 

- do -

36 

One resides 
in realm of 
Vifil)U; is 
reborn as a 
a king 

276 

One attains 276 
Vi~~u's world 

- do - 276 



TABLE I I: VRArAS IN HONOUR OP' GAUR.I/DURGA/BHAVAHI IN lfAr5rA PURAJIA 

SERIAL NAME 
NO. 

2. 

Saubhagya 
Say ana 
vrata 

Ananta 
Tritiya 
vrata 

DATE 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight 
of Caitra 

Third lunar 
day in bright 
and dark 
fortnights 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Bathing with sesamum; bathing image 
of Gaur! with pancagavya; offering 
angapuja to Gauri and W?rshipping 
with flower, incense, fruits, 
lamps, food, saubhagya-a~taka; 
washing horns of a cow; drinking 
the same water, sleeping on floor; 
next morning bathing; turning 
rosary; offering gifts, golden feet 
and saubhagya a~~aka to a brahma~a 
and consort; invoking blessing of 
the goddess; vrata to be continued 
for one year; different articles of 
diet, mantra (hymns), items being 
prescribed for each month; 
performing udyapana rite 

Putting tilaka mark on forehead of 
cowdung, cow's urine etc; bathing; 
rubbing white mustard on body; 
wearing coloured garments (men
yEt Ll ow garments, married women 
red, widow- ochre, maidens-white); 
bathing goddess with pancagavya, 
honey etc; offering white flowers, 
white ri~e, sesamum, coriander etc. 
and libation to deity, offering 
angapuja, worshipping with mantra, 
drawing 12-petalled lotus and 
fixing different goddesses in 
different petals; entertaining the 
deity with songs, conches; 
worshipping with red sandal, cloth, 
flowers; bathing them and putting 
red sindura on them; adorning 
teacher; goddess worshipped with 
different flowers for different 
months; taking different items in 
different months; offering the 
goddess different items and 
involving different names; adorning 



SIGNIFICANCE 

Vrata observed by Cupid, Sahasra
Bahu (son of Kartavirya), Varuna 
and Nandi 
The vrata is :so called because it 
is the giver of all kinds of 
happiness or saubhagya. Although 
it is mentioned .that the vrata was 
performed by Cupid, Varun' etc. it 
is reco!M)ended mainly for women 
married and unmarried 

Since the vrata brings endless 
merit it is called 'ananta tritiya' 
vrata 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

Lalita/ 
Gaur I/ 
Parvati 

Gaur I 

37 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

Married 
women, 
maid, men 

Men and 
women, the 
poor can 
observe 
the vrata 
using only 
flowers 

REWARD . PAGE 
NO. 

One attains 182-185 
good fortunes, 
health,_ 
beauty/ 
emancipation, 
all desires, 
region of 
Siva 

One reamins 190~193 
in Sivaloka 
for many 
years 



3. 

4. 

Rasakalyanini Third lunar 
tritiya vr~ta day in bright 

fortnight of 
Magha 

Ardranandakari Third lunar day 
tritiya vrata in bright 

fortnight with 
Purvasadha, 
Rohini, 
Hrigasira, 
Hasta or 
Hula 
aster ism 

2/6/8/10/24 brahmanas and wives 
every month; giving daksina to 
preceptor and brahma~as 

to 
ill-

Women in family way, maids, or 
those in confinement due 
delivery, menstruation or 
health, should not keep full fast; 
should get it observed by others 
and should observe continence 

Bathing in cow's milk, and sesamum; 
bathing goddess with honey, juice 
of sugarcane; offering angapuja 
first to right hand side and then 
left hand side of the goddess; 
honouring brahma~a and wife with 
food, drink and gifts; avoiding 
different items of food in 
different months; giving away a 
kama~qalu full of water and vessel 
with different items of food in 
each month; offering pancagavya and 
prasana to the deity; fasting; 
udyapana rite giving away 
different items to a brahmana 

Bathing in water mixed with 
in<:ense; wearing a garland and 
whlte flower, white raiments; 
performing angapuja with white 
flowes and incense for Siva and 
Parvati; drawing pictures of lotus 
with different colours in front of 
the deities; also conch, quoit, 
flags, tridents, chamara; giving 
away 4 kama~~alus of water, grain, 
gold etc. for 4 months on bright 
and dark fortnight to brahma~as; 

for next 4 months, other items like 
barley, sesamum and next 4 months, 
sesamum; offering different items 
to the deity in different months; 
giving gifts to brahmana and wife, 
after one year 



Nhite flowers to be used for Goddess Parvati 

38 

·Men, 
marr!ed 
woman, 
widow, 
maiden 

- do -

one attains 
liberation 
from fi!ins, 
good luck, 
health, 
attains realm 
of Parvati, 
result of 
1000 Agni~~oma 
sacrifice 

One attains 
unbounded 
happiness, 
goes to 
region of 

· Parvati 
along with 
husband, 
widow rejoins 
husband 
there 

193-195 

195-197 



s. Gauri vrata 

6. Rudra vrata 

7. Haha vrata 

Caitra 

Third lunar day 
of Karttika 

Third lunar day 
of Hiigha or 
Caitra 

Invoking pleasure of goddess with 
'Gaur! me priyatam'; abstaining 
from honey, milk, curds, ghee, 
molass, fine clothes, sugarcane 
juice; worshipping brahman a and 
wife 

Taking barley soaked in cow's urine 
for a year, giving away a cow. 

Giving away a cow, made of molasses 



Gauri 

Parvati 

Gauri 

39 

Not 
specified 

- do -

- do -

One attains 
realm of 
Parvati 

One attains 
realm of 
Parvati, 
takes birth 
as a king, 
et.ttains 
everlasting 
happiness 

One attains 
realm of 
Gauri 

272 

274 

276 



TABLE I I I: VRATAS IN HONOUR OF SIVA IIi THE IIA!rSYA PURANA 

HERIAL NAME 
NO. 

'. 

~ . 

Krsnastaml 
' . ' 

vrata 

, 
Sivacaturdasi 
vrata 
(!1ahesvara 
vrata) 

Deva vrata 

DATE 

Eighth .lunar 
day in dark 
fortnight of 
every month 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Hargasirsa . 

One year 

. 
BRIEF DE,iCRIP'I'ION 

Worshipping brahmanas (especially 
devotee£' C'f Siva); giving them cow, 
land, geld, cloth; fasting; 
worshipping Siva at night with 
pancagavya, urine of cow, ghee, 
ailk, sesamum, barley, kusa grass, 
bilva and sirisa leaves, curds etc; 
feeding learned and pious from 
Nargasirsa onwards after an 
interval of two months, under 
certain trees asthatha, vata, 
etc.; offering arghya water, black 
cloth and black cow to the deity; 
finally honouring brahma~as with 5 
gems, gold, black cow etc; giving 
curds, grain etc. in charity; if 
devotee unable, should give a cow 
at least 

On 13th lun&r day, taking food , 
once; pr~ying to Siva with sa~kalpa 
mantra; •Jn 14t.h lunar day worship
ping Siva and his consort with 
lotus fl·%ers, sandal etc; a~gap~ji 
giving 9lftd and food to brahmal}as; 
breaking fast with curd mixed with 
ghee; sleeping on ground; on full 
moon day, feeding brahma~a; eating 
in silence; repeating vrata on both 
caturdasis of every month with 
different mantra, offering flowers; 
udy3pana rite - in Karttika feeding 
brahma~a with eatables; offering 
garments, ornaments etc.; letting 
loose a black bull, according to 
Vedic rites; giving golden image of 
Siva, Parvati to Vedic brahma~~~ and 
also other things; worshipping a 
brahmanc1 couple 

Eating o: 1ly at. night; giving away a 
cow, qui0L, trident all made of gold, 
clothes r..o a brahmana with a large 
family • 



--------------------------------

SIGNIFICANCE 

ft is so called because it is to be 
Jbserved on the astam1 tithi of a .. 
:lark fortnight 

40 

NATuRE OF 
DEITY 

, 
Siva 

, 
Siva 

I 
Siva 

___________ , _______ , ___ .. _______ _ 

Nl\TURE OF' 

DEVOTEE 

not 
epec:'lfied 

Mnn and 
wome'n 

not 
specified 

REWARD PF.GE 

One enjoys 172-173 
happiness, 
attains pr~ace, 
victory;, 
emar.cipation, 
attains 
region of 
S.:..n 

One attains 258-261 
benefit of 
1000 Aswamedha 
sacrifice, 
liberation 
from sins of 
previous life, 
long life, 
health, 
prosperity, 
promotion in 
husbandry 
becomes chief 
attendant of 
Siva and 
finally 
attains union 
with Him 

One attains 
unity with 
Siva and 
lives there 

271 



4. 

S'. 

6. 

7. 

fl . 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

Rudra vrata 

I 

Siva vrata 

Vira vrata 

Sila vrata 

Dipti vrata 

Dhal"ii vrata 

Prapti vrata 

vaihayaka 
vrata 

Varsa vrata 

- do -

Four months 
from Asadha .. 

Ninth lunar day 
of every month 

One solstice 
to another 

One year 

not specified 

One year 

Fourth lunar day 
of each month 
for one year 

Karttika, for 
one year 

Eatirg only once a day; gLving away 
one bull of gold and a cow of sesamum 

Abstaining from trimming nails, hair 
etc.; avoiding brinjals, giving pitcher 
of honey ghee• and golden brinjal to 
a brahma;la in Kifl:ttika 

Honouring a virgin with food and a 
pair of clothe•s embroidered with gold 
and raim•mts of silk; giving a golden 
lion to • t ,·ahmana 

Abstaining from flower, ghee; giving 
garlands, ghee, cow to a brahma~a, 
feeding them with ghee, rice cooked in 
milk and sugar 

Providing light to the needy in the 
evening for a year; abstaining from 
oil, giving lamp, quiet, clothes, 
golden LYident. to a brahmal}a 

Living cnly on milk; giving away an 
image of earth made of gold 

Living on one meal a day; giving a 
pitcher of water, eatables etc. 

Taking meal only at night; giving 
away a golden elephant 

Performing Vrisotsarga (setting a 
bull free); taking one meal a day 
and at night. 



l'erhaps the vrata is so called 
~cause by observing it the devotee 
b~comes a 'Vira' one who is not 
tl~feat.ed by his enemies 

Since the vratee has to provide light 
t.o the needy, it is called Dipti vrata 

Since the vrata requires the donation 
of an image of earth (dhara) it is 
ed lled Dhara '..'rata 

41 

- do -

Rudra 

I 
Siva 

I 

Siva 

§iva 

I 
Siva 

- do 

- do 

-

-

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

Womem 
and men 

not 
specified 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

Destroys ills, 27} 
attains region 
of Siva, 
attains rank 
of §iva 

Attains 272 
realm of 
Rudra 

Attains 273 
handsome 
form, not 
defeated by 
enemies, 
women get 
prosperity 

Attains region 274 
of ~iva 

Takes birth 274 
as man of 
greatness and 
power, attains 
domain of 
Siva 

One resides ~75 

in realm of 
~iva 

- do - 275 

- do - 276 

- do - 276 

- do - ~76 



13. 

14. 

l5. 

16. 

I 7. 

18. 

Prajapatya 
vrata 

Trayambaka 
vrata 

Kalyar;a 
vrata 

Bhavani 
vrata 

Soma vrata 

/ 
Siva vrata 

After CandrayanL 

Fourteenth lunar 
day of each month 
for a year 

Third lunar day 
of each month 

- do -
for one year 

Second lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight 

First lunar day 
of each month 
for a year 

Giving <•' •.:•y a cow; feeding a brahmana 

Living only on nightly meal; giving 
away cows 

Taking uncooked eatables; giving 
away a cow 

Making a canopy in the temple of 
Siva; gi •ing c.way a cow 

Giving away a vessel of salt in the 
name of the moon, giving a cow to 
a brahm2·1a at the year end 

Taking only one meal; giving away 
a tawny cow at the end of the year 



- do - - do - One attains 177 
liberation 
from cycle 
of birth, goes 
to realm of Siva 

- do - - do - One goes to 277 
to the realm 
of Siva 

- do - - do - - do - 278 

- do - - do - One becomes 278 
king of kings 

- do - - do - One goes to 278 
the realm of 
Agni 

42 



TABLE IV: 

SERIAL 
NO. 

l(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

( t) 

NAME 

Dvadasi 
vrata 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

DATE 

TwelvetJa lunar 
day in bright 
fortniglat of - , . 
ltargLrsu-~a 

Same tithi in 
Pausa . 

same tithi 
in lfagha 

same tithi 
in Phalguna 

Same tithi 
in Caitra 

Same tithi 
in Vaisakha 

BHIEF DESCRIPTION 

Bathing; fasting; wearing white 
clothes; worshipping Kesava \"lith 
flowers, incense, rice, lamps, 
food offerings, praying (Obeisance to 
you, 0 Ke~ava); offering oblation of 
ghee and sesamum 108 times; keeping 
awake at night near Salagrama stone; 
next day-bathing Narayaqa with milk; 
worshipping Kesava and Lak~mi thrice 
in the accompaniment of sages, 
musical instruments, food offerings; 
offering milk-pudding with 
clarified butter, coconut to a 
brahma~a, also dak~i~a; feeding 
brahma~as; eating alongwith kinsmen. 

do -
Also entertaining the lord with song, 
drto•::e, musical instruments and hymns, 
offering K!sara (a sesamum prepa
ration) and cooked rice to brahma~as 

- do -
Offering a prastha measure of sesamum 
seeds and cloth to a brahmana . 

- do -
Offering an adhaka measure of cereals 
to a brahmana. 

- do -
Offering an adhaka measure of rice 
gr·:.ins mixed with honey, ghee and 
aua.:.mufT\ to a brahmana. 

- do -
bathing the deity with a drona measure 
cf milk 



SIGNIFICANCE NATURE OF 
DEITY 

This Purana records vratas in Kesava 
honour of the twelve forms of Vi~I)U 
corresponding to the twelve months. 
According to Varaha Mihira these 
twelve forms are the presiding 
deities of the twelve months 
haginning with Hargasirsa. In the 
Pa?.caratra texts these a;e described 
as the twelve Hurtipalas (guardian 
deities) and connected with the 
Ricucakra_(a diagram indicating the 
presiding deities of dLfferent 
months), they play a very important 
role in the diagrams and magicai 
circles(yantras) of the Pancaratrins. 
In the opinion of s .. Jaiswal these 
twelve forces of the deity were 
visualized on the analogy of the Naraya~a 
t.welve ~dityas whose worship was 
udginally connected with the 
m~)nthly cycle of the year. Sun-
worship, in India, although 
traceable to ~g Vedic times seems to 
have L·eceived great impetus _during Madhava
the ~aka-Ku~ina rule and it is held 
that the worship of the Sun in 
images was a Magian innovation. The 
Magis seems to have come to India 
during the reign of the Scythians or 
perhaps a little earlier and the 
patronage of foreign rulers Govinda 
contributed a good deal to the 
popularization of their cult. It 
may be suggested that it was the 
popularity of the Sun-cult during 
this period that induced the 
Vaisnavite and also Saivite 
to make similar groupings 
forms of their gods and 
these with .the yearly solar 
(See for details, Jaiswal, 
pp.Sl-82) 

priests 
of the 
connect 

calender 
Op.cit., 

Janardan!l 

Madhueudana 
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NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

REWARD 

Not One attains 
specified eight times 

the benefit 
of Pundarika .. 
sacrifice. 

- do - One attains 
the benefit 
8 Agnifif:.Oma 
sacrifices. 

- do - One attains 
the benefit 
of 100 
Vlijapeya 
sacrifice 

- do - One attains 

- do -

- do -

the full 
merit of 
Gomedhamakha 
sacrifice 

One attains 
the benefit of 
8 Atyagni~~oma 
sacrifice 

One attains 
the benefit 
of 8 horse 
sacrifices 

PAGE NO. 

284-285 

285-296 

286 

286-287 

'287 

287 



(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

( j) 

( k) 

( 1) 

2. 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

same tithi 
in Jye!!fha 

same tithi 
in 'Asadha . . 

Same tithi 
in sravana 

same tithi 
in Bhadrapada 

Same tithi 
in .Asvina 

Same tithi 
in K~rttika 

- do -
offering oblation of milk-pudding, 
offering 20 sweet fried cakes to 
brahman as 

- do -
offering ghee and Durva grass in 
oblation, offering cooked rice and 
curd to brahmal}as 

- do -
offering oblation with p~adajya (ghee 
mixed with coagulated milk) offering 
an adhaka of milk, cloth and two 
golden earrings to a brihmal}as 

- do -
performing homa with Caru (a preparation 
of boiled rice, barley and pulse) 
mixed with honey,offering one and a half 
adhakas of wheat, gold to a brahmana 

- do -
offering a Kudava (measure of honey 
to a brahmana 

- do -
offering cooked rice with 5 bhaksyas 
(side dishes of edible things) ** 

** Udyapana rite - erecting a panda!, decorated with Sarvatobhadra (an 
auspicious design or mal}gala in 5 colours), 12 waterjars filled with 
5 gems, image of Lak~mi-N~r~yaqa, in gold/silver; bathing deity; 
listening to Pura~as; worshipping deity thrice a day; offering 
thousand oblation; worshipping deity with scents, flowers; give 
cooked rice mixed with curd milk pudding, clarified butter, 12 
brahmal}as; offering gifts; offering image and daksina to preceptor; 
breaking fast with kinsmen. 

Piirnima 
vrata or 
Lak!jmi
N!Jrllya!Ja 
vrata 

Full moonday 
in Hargasir!!a 

Performing ablution; wearing white 
garments; performing a~amana; 

offering usual daily worship to 
gods; worshipping the deity by 
offering him a seat, scents, 
flowers, etc. propitiating him with 
songs, musical instruments, dances, 
hymns; reading Puraryas; offering 
homa thrice with ghee, caru and 
sesamum seeds, alongwith recitation 
of Purusa Sukta and other hymns; 
ar:·::•)rding to Griha Siitras, 



brahmaQa, kf!atriya, vaisya, sudra 
and even women 

Trivikrama 

Vamana 

Ram a 

Hrsikesa .. 

Padmanabha 

Damodara 

Lak~ml and 
Narayai;la 
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- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

One attains 287-288 
the benefit 
of 8 Naramedha 
sacrifices 

One attains 288 
the benefit 
of 100 Agni~.toma 
sacrifices 

One attains 
the benefit 
of 1000 horse 
sacrifice 

One attains 
the benefit 
of Brahmamedha 
sacrifices 

One attains 
the benefit 
of 1000 
Brahmamedhas 
sacrifices 

One attains 
twice the 
benefit of 
1000 horse 
sacrifices 

Enjoys all 
pleasures in 
the company 
of sons and 
grandsons, 
attains libe
ration from 
sins 

288-289 

289 

289 

290 

296-298 



). Dhvajaropaf!a 
vrata 

Hari-Pancami 
vrata or 
Paika-riitri 
vrata 

Twelveth lunar 
day in the bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika 

Vow of 5 nights 
starting with 
tenth lunar day 
in bright fort
night of 
Hargasir~a to be 
continued for 
1 year 

muttering ianti Sukta; worshipping 
deity again; dedicating fast to the 
deity; offering arghya to the moon; 
keeping awake at night; eating with 
relatives, repeating vow in Pau~a 

and other months, performing 
udyapana rite. 

On lOth day - performing ablution; 
taking food only once; observing 
celebacy; sleeping in front of the 
deity, wearing white clothes; on 
11th day performing rites of 
icamana, ablutions; worshipping 
Vi~Qu; observing svastivachana 
utterance of benediction together 
wi-th !our brahmanas;performing Nandi 
sriddha (Sriddha.prelimninary to s~
skara and utsavas) repeating Gayatri 
•antra; worshipping Sun, Moon and 
Garu~a, Vi~9u and Brahma, with 
turmeric, raw rice grains, scent 
etc. white flowers; offering 108 
oblations with ghee and milk 
pudding; reciting from Puru~ukta 

and Santisukta etc. offering 8 
ahutis; keeping awake at night 
near Vishnu; on 12th day offering 
worship; - installing a flag in the 
temple of Vi~~u; worshipping Hari 
with naivedya, scents etc.; 
circumbulating the temple; chanting 
song of prayer; worshipping 
brahma~as, offering dak~i~a and 
gifts to preceptor, feeding 
brlhma~as; performing para~a 

together with kinsmen. 

Or1 the lOth day taking bath; 
keeping sense organs under control; 
worshipping the deity; performing 5 
g~eat yajnas; eating only once; on 
11th day bathing; worshipping 
Hari according to rules in his abode; 
l:athlng Hari with paiicam{"ta, 
w<,~shipping with scents, flowers, 
food offerings, betel leaves, 
circumbalations, pancamrta, praying 
with mantra; staying awake at 13th, 
14th and full moon days; on full 
moon day - bathing Vi~~u; perform
ing homa, g~v~ng sesamum to 
brahma~as, staying up; on pratipad 
or first lunar day - performing all 
rites of a householder; taking 



The custom of installing a banner 
wi~h the sign of a Garuda on it 
(Garuqa-dhvaja) in honour of 
V~sudev~ seems to be quite old. In 
an inscription of the 2nd century 
n.c. the Greek Bhagavata Heliodorus 
le recorded to have erected a 
llaruqa-dllvaja. In the Gupta age, 
tPrnple building and installation of 
images became popular. Later, even 
installation of a flag at the 
~ntrance of or over the shrine 
became so important that it came to 
1~ regarded as a vrata. 
Legend of King Sumati shows how the 
king attained his cherished desires 
hy performing this vrata 

This vrata is so called because it 
extends for 5 nights 

Visnu 

Visnu 
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not 
specified 

not 
specified 

One attains 
sarupya with 
Hari, goes 
to heaven, 
attains 
liberation 
from sins 

300-304 

One·never 316-318 
returns from 
Brahmiloka, 
attains salva-
tion, libera-
tion from sins 
attains benefit 
of giving 
1000 cows 



5. 

6. 

., . 

Hasopava~a 

vrata 

Ekada!;i 
vrata 

Annakuta 
vrata 

As6dha, 
s;a;aiJ.a, 
Bhadra or 
A.svina 

11th lunar 
day of both 
fortnights 

First lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika 

pancagavya; worshipping 
feeding brahma~a, breaking 
with kinsmen 

Hari; 
fast 

Udyapana rite in Hargasir~a on 
11th day abstaining from food, on 
12th day, taking pancagavya; 
worshipping the deity with scents, 
etc.; offering milk-pudding mixed 
with honey, ghee, fruits and also 
a waterjar filled with scented 
water and fine precious gems to a 
learned scholar, feeding brahma~as; 
bt·ealdng fast. 

Subduing sense-organs; taking panca
gavya, sleeping near Vi~Qu, 

worshipping Vi~QU in the company of 
learned men, reciting Svasti-Sukta 
(Vedic hymn), taking a sankalpa 
(revelation or intention) staying 
in Visnu temple for a month, 
bathing deity in pancam~ta; 
retaining lights in the temple; 
chewing tooth-brush twig daily; 
feeding brahma~as; offering dak~i~a 
etc.; taking food with kinsmen 

on dasami, bathing; controlling 
sense-organs, bathing Vi~~u, and 
worshipping him according to the 
sastras, avoiding night meal; on 
ekadasi, taking bath; bathing Vi~~u 
,-i th paiicagavya; worshipping Vi~~u 

with scents, flowers etc; fasting; 
keeping awake in front of Lord; 
singing, playing musical 
instruments, listening to Purarya; 
on dwadasi taking bath; 
worshipping Vi~Qu; bathing Vi~~u 

with milk; feeding brahma~as, 

g1v1ng dak~i~a, performing 5 
sacrifices; breaking fast with 
kinsmen. 

Fasting according to ability; eating 
once a day food that is obtained 
without asking; installing a water
pot, sowing germinating barley and 
who:~at grains in it; reciting mantras 
f•·om holy texts; worshipping 
Govardhana mountain; preparing 
annakuta (a heap of cooked food and 



Vratee should not cast glance at 
candala, fallen persons or converse 
with atheists, censurers back
biters, or one who nourishes 
progeny by a Sudra woman; should 
never honour even with words pimp, 
musician~ one who eats from a 
professional worshipper of idols, 
physician, poets, opposer of the 
Devas, one who covets other men's 
food and wives. 
The episode of Bhadrasila is used 
here to illustrate the efficacy of 
the vow. 

This vrata is probably celebrated 
in memory of Krsna's triumph over 
Indra (when he lifted the 
Govardhana mountain with one 
finger). Though the Narada Purana 
instructs the vratee to perform all 
the rites mentioned for Navaratra 
vrata, the essential difference is 

Visnu women 
without 
husbands 
or sohs 
recluses, 
religions, 
students, 
hermits 

brahmaiJ.a, 
kshatriyas 
vaisyas, 
sudras, 
Women 

Govardhana Not 
mountain specified 
or Vi~l)il 
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One attains 
salvation 
and benefit 
of many 
vedic 
sacrifices 

One attains 
sarupya with 
Visnu and .. 
finds a 
place in 
Vif!IJUloka 
(Visnu's 
region) 

One attains 
worldly 
pleasures 
and 
liberation 

320-322 

324-332 

1426 



8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Dhana vrata 

Hatsya 
vrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

Da~aphala 

vrata 

Krsnajanmastmi 
• • • • f 

vrata 

First lunar 
day in the 
bright fort
night of 
Hargasir~a 

Fifth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra 

Fifth lunar day 

Eighth lunar day 
in the dark 
fortnight of 
Sraval}a (for 
ten days) to 
be continued 
for ten years 

Eighth lunar 
day in dark 
fortnight of 
sravana . 

milk); worshipping Govardhana 
tain in the evening together 
cows; offering dak~i~a 

moun
with 

Worshipping Vi~~u at night with 
homa; giving replica of fire god 
in gold to a brahma~a covered with 
red cloth 

Worshipping Vi~~u in the form of 
Fish (Hatsy~vatara) with great 
festivities 

Fasting; bathing; worshipping Vi~~u 
with 10 leaves of black Tulasi; 
uttering his 10 names; 
circumbulating the deity; 
prostrating before him; continuing 
vrata for 10 days; performing homa 
at the beginning, middle and end, 
performing 108 homas with Caru and 
mantra, worshipping preceptor; 
placing a replica of Tulasi-leaf in 
gold and placing it in a vessel; 
worshipping golden image of Vi~QU, 

offering image to preceptor, also 
other gifts, offering 10 purikas 
(fried cakes of wheat flour) to 
Krsna for 10 days giving 10 
purikas each to 10 brahmanas 

Fasting; bathing with gingelly 
s~edR, mixed in pure water of a 
river; making a mystic diagram on 
platform; placing a kalasa (water 
pot) etc. and golden image of 
Kf~rya; worshipping with padya, 
and other upacaras, worshipping 
Devaki etc.; staying up at night, 
offering naivedya, aratika, ar~4Ya, 
reciting hymns from Puraq~s; 
singing, playing instruments; 
g~v~ng gifts and dak~iiJa to 
preceptor; breaking fast. 



that the Navaratra is pertaining to 
I>evi (S'akta) while Govardhana puja 
is a vegetarian Vaianava vra.ta. 

This vrata is also referred to as 
llhanya vrata or Dhanya-pratipada 
vrata. Since 'dhanya' means food-
grains and the vrata is aimed 
towards attaining wealth, foodgrains 
it is possible that the vrata was 
originally connected with cultivation 
but later transformed into a Vaisnava 
vrata 

It ~s one of most popular vratas 
celebrated in different parts of 
India even today. For details, 
refer to Chapter IV. 

Vif?pU 

Visnu 

Madhu 
sudana 

Visnu 

- do -

- do -

not 
specified 

Krsna - do -... 
together 
with Devaki 
Nanda, 
Vasudeva, 
Vraja 
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One attains 
wealth and 
food grains 

Not 
mentioned 

One attains 
cherished 
desires, 
sayuja with 
Kt;e;qa 

One attains 
Goloka together 
with family 
servants, 
attains 
benefit of a 
crore Ekadasi 
vratas 

1426-
1427 

1450 

1471-
1472 

1472-
1474 



13. 

14. 

] 5. 

16. 

Rama Navami 
vrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

Dasavatara 
vrata 

Ekadasi 
vrata 

Ninth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra 

Tenth lunar day 
in bright fort
night of vaisakha 

Tenth lunar day 
in bright fort
night of 
Bhadrapada 

Eleventh lunar 
day in both 
fortnight of 
every month 

Fasting for whole day, or if incapable,~ 
taking one meal; propitiating Rama; 
honouring brihma~as with sweet 
cooked rice, gift etc. 

Worshipping Vi~QU with scents 
white flowers; making 108 circum
hulations around Vi~t;~u's shrine; 
feeding brahma~as. 

Bathing in a tank; performing Sandhya, 
tarpana rite to Devas, sages and 
men; worshipping the 10 incarnations 
of Vi~~u by erecting 10 golden images 
giving the images to 10 brahma~as 
after honouring them; enjoying meal 
with friends and relatives. 

On the lOth lunar day, abstaining 
from bell-metal vessel, meat, 
cooked lentil, Bengal gram, Kodrav~ 
grains, wine, food at other's 
house, second meal, sexual 
Lntercourse; on the 11th lunar day, 
constructing pavilion, bathing, 
fasting, worshipping Visnu with 
upacaz·as, japas, homas, pradak!!Eipas, 
reciting hymns, singing, playing 
musical instruments, keeping awake 
at night, abstaining from gambling, 



There is no clear indication in 
the text as to whether this vrata 
is in honour of Rama Dasarathi or 
other Ramas, e.g., Balarama and 
Parasurama. However, since the 
vrata is celebrated today in 
honour of R~a oasarathi and on 
the same.. tithi as recommended 
here one can assume that Narada 
Pura~a refers to Rama Dasrathi 
only. This vrata has been 
discussed in details in many 
other texts like Hemadri's. 
Caturvargacintamani which shows 
that it was popular in Maharastra 
even before 12th century A.D. 
Harada Purana's cursory treatment 
of this currently popular vrata 
shows that it was not attached 
n~ch importance then. See ~astri 
np.cit., p.l472. 

The Harada Purana dedicates the 
vrata in honour of the currently 
believed 10 incarnations of Visnu 
e.g. Mataya (the Divine Fish), 
Kurma (the Divine Tortoise), Varaha 
(the Boar), Narasi~ha (Man-lion), 
Trivikrama (the religious student 

- , - '. -(Vamana), Parasu-Rama, Sr~ Rama,Kz:~l)a, 

Buddha and Kalki. The inclusion of 
Buddha and Kalki must be comparatively 
late when people forgot that Buddha was 
lhe propagator of a non-Vedic faith. 
see Sastri, Op.cit., pp.1485-1486. 

Ram a - do -

Visnu - do -

Ten - do -
incarnations 
of Visnu 

The Harada Purana recommends as many Visnu not 
as 24 Ekadasi vratas corresponding specified 
to the 24 lunar fortnights in a 
year. These are: Kamoda (sukla 
ekadasi, Caitra), Papamocani (krsna ... 
F"kadasi, Caitra), Mohinl (sukla 
ekadasi, vaisaka), Varuthin1 (krsna ... 
ekadasi, vaisakha), Nirjala ( s'ukla 
ekiidasi, Jye~~ha), A para (krsna 
t-kadasi, say ani 

... 
Jye~~!Ja), (sukltt 

E>kadasi, Af!iu!ha), Yogint (krsna 
Pkadasi, A~a~ha), Putrada 

I • • • 

(sukla 

AQ 

. One attains 
liberation 
from sins and 
a place in 
Vi~t;tu's world 

One attains 
Vi~l}uloka 

One attains 
worldly 
pleasures, 
liberation, 
from sins, 
salvation, 
Visnuloka .. 

One attains 
worldly plea-
sures, libe-
ration from 
sins, salva-
tion, Vi~~uloka 

1480 

1484 

1485-
1486 

1490-
1501 



17. 

18. 

19. 

Madana 
vrata or 
Madana 
dvadasi 
vrata 

Bhartr
dv4"da;rika 
vrata 

Nirajana 
vrata 

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra (to be 
continued for 
a year) 

- do -

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Bha-drapada 

sleeping, chewing betel leaves, 
cleaning teeth, slandering, back
biting, stealing, causing injury to 
others, sexual intercourse, anger, 
telling lies; on the 12th lunar 
day, fasting, worshipping Vi~~u 

with 16 upacaras, feeding 
bri~as, getting various gifts; . 
breaking fast; abstaining from 
bell metal vessel, meat wine, 
honey, oil, conversation with out
castes, physical exercise, journey, 
second Meal, se.xual inter-course, 
touching untouchables, eating 
cooked lentils; abstaining from one 
meal on lOth and 12th lunar days, 
complete fasting on 11th lunar day. 

Placing a pot filled with white raw 
rice grain; placing different types 
of fr~its with stumps of sugar-cane 
plants; applying white sandal paste 
on the pot, coverving it with white 
cloth, keeping various dishes of 
eatables, gold, keeping a copper 
vessel full of jaggery on the pot; 
worshipping Hari with all upacaras, 
fasting, next morning honouring 
br§hma~a with food, gifts and 
dak~i~a. Udyapana rite - giving in 
bed, cow etc. to the preceptor; 
'"orshipping a brahmaQa couple; 
presenting a gold image of Kama, 
cow and garments. 

Making a bed with clean bed sheet; 
placing a golden image of Hari along 
with Sri on it, making a pavilion 
with flowers; worshipping deity with 
scents etc., keeping awake at night, 
with songs, dances, music; next 
morning giving away gold image, bed 
to preceptor; feeding and giving 
daksina to brahmanas. 

Adorning the deity with ornaments; 
bedecking himself at night; worship-
ping the deity with mantras, h0:1a 
(in the fire kindled by silver 
lamps) scents, fragrance etc; 
performing nirajana, to Hari, Lak~i 
Brahma, Gauri, Yak~a, Gaqapati, 
planets, Mothers, mountains, 



Sravana), Kamika (krsna 
srav~{la), Padma ( s'~kia 

Bhadrapada), Aja {k~~qa 
Bhadrapada) , Papankusa 

ekadasi, 
ekada!Ji, 
ekiida1li, 
ekiidasi, 
< tfukla ekSdasi, Asvina), Indira 

ekadasi, Asvina), Prabodhin~ 
ekadasi, KSrttika), Rama 

ekadasi, Karttika), Mdk~i!a 
eksdasi, MSrgasir~a), Utpanna 

(krsn!' 
< s'~kia 
(k~"!r:a 
(sukla 
(krsna ... 
Putrada 
saphala 
<sukla 
(krsna 
<s~kia 
(krsna - .. 

ekadasi, Margasir~a), 
I ..:..· - I • ( sukla ekadasu, Pa'usa), 

(k~f!~a ekada~i, Pau!!a), jaya 
ekadasi I Hagha) , Sattila 
ekada~i,. Hagha) , Amalaki 

ekadasi, Phalguna), Vijaya 
ekada$i, Phalguna). 

This vrata has already been mentioned 
in Matsya Pural}a. Its mention here 
shows that it was still in vogue. 

lt is evident from the name of 
vow iself that it stresses on 
conjugal life. 

The king also performs this 
vrata 

Acyuta ih 
the. form 
of Kama 

Hari and 
Sri 

Visnu 
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not 
specified 

- do -

Common 
people 
and king 

One attains 
liberation 
from sins~ 
equality with 
Hari 

One attains 
stability in 
married life, 
and plea:;ures 
in both worlds 

This vrata 
cures all 
kinds of 
ailments 

1501-
1503 

1502 

1504-
1505 



20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Akhanda
dvad~~i 
vrata 

Rupavrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

- do -

- do -

Gotriratra 
vrata 

- do -

Twelveth lunar 
day in the 
dark fortnight 
of Pausa 

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
vaisakha 

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Jye~~ha 

Twelveth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Asadha .. 

Thirteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 

serpents, cows, buffaloes, along 
with sounds of conch, bells and 
shouting namah (obeisance), Jaya (be 
victorious) etc. 

Making image of 
worshipping with 
etc.; feeding 12 
month; eating at 

Vi~~u in gold; 
scents, flowers, 
brahmanas every 
night; having 

subdued senses; at ¥ear end 
ping image and g1v~ng 

preceptors alongwith a cow; 
12 brihma~as, giving daksina 

worship
it to 
feeding 

On lOth lunar day - taking bath; 
collecting cow-dung; preparing 108 
balls, drying them, keeping them in 
a copper pot; on 11th lunar day, 
fasting; worshipping Vi~~u; staying 
up at night with songs, music etc.; 
on 12th lunar day, placing image on 
vessel of gingelly seeds and then in 
a pot of water; worshipping with 
upac5ras; kindling fresh fire; 
performing homa, with cowdung balls, 
glngelly seeds etc. 108 times; 
offering purnahuti; feeding 
brahma~as, offering image to 
preceptors and daksina to hrahmanas .. 

Fasting; worshipping Madhava, with 
scents and other upacaras; feeding 
a brahmana with sweet cooked rice 
and a water pot 

Worshipping the deity with differe~t 
upacaras; presenting a bowl of sweet 
cooked rice to a brahma~a; taking a 
!Jingle meal 

feeding 12 branma~as with s•eet cooked 
rice; worshipping them with scents 
etc.; giving them garments etc. 

Making a golden/silver image of 
Lak~ml-Naraya~a; placing the image 
on an auspicious mandala of a eight-



Since the WD_rd 'go' refers to 'cow' 
the name 'gotriratra' might suggest 
that the vrata was initially 

Visnu .. 

- do -

Mlidhava 

Trivikrama 

Visnu 

Lakf!~i

Naraya~a 
cow deity 

not 
specified 

men and 
women 

- do -

- do -

- do -

not 
specified 

one attains 
Visnu's 
region 

One attains 
great beauty 

not 
mentioned 

One attains 
pleasure, 
salvation 

not 
mentioned 

One attains 
same benefit 
as obtained 

1506-
1507 

1507-
1508 

1502-

1503 

1503 

1515-
1516 



26. 

27. 

Gopadma 
vrata 

Ananta 
caturdasi 
vrata 

Bh'§.drapada 

Full moon day 
of A~~ha 

Fourteenth 
lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight 
of Bhadrapada 
to be 
continued 
for 14 years 

petalled lotus drawn on a pedestal; 
bathing image with pancamrta; 
worshipping with upacaras, gifting a 
pot of water and cooked rice; 
udyipana rite - worshipping deity 
for a month, gifting money to a 
brihm~a along with mantra; 
circumbulating a cow; feeding and 
honouring a brihma~a couple; gifting 
image to them 

bathing; meditating on Hari; worship
ping with 'Pur•~a Sukta and 
upacaras; propitiating preceptors 
with clothes, ornaments, feeding 
brahmanas with sweet cooked rice. 

Taking a single meal; cooking a 
prastha measure of ground wheat 
flour smeared with ghee and mixed 
with sugar; offering it to the deity 
as naivedya; wearing a thread with 
14 knots; giving ground flour and 
dak~i~a to a brahma~a, taking 
moderate quantity of food; udyApana 
rite drawing Sarvatobhadra; 
worshipping golden image of Ananta 
with all injunctions after placing 
it on a copper pot over the 
Sarvatobhadra; performing homa with 
purnahuti and havisya; honouring 
preceptor; honouring 14 brahma~Jas 

~Jith food and dak!Ji~a; women devotee 
should wear the thread on left hand 
and men on right hand 



involved worshipping 
deity. Later it was 
into a Vaisnava vrata. 

a cow as a 
transformed 

The Narada Purana fails to justify 
the title 'go-p~dma' of this Visnu 
vrata 

Ananta i~ regarded a form of Vi,~u. 

But it is actually the name of the 
serpent ·se~a. one _thus wonders 
whether this i~ an evidence of an 
assimilation of the cult of serpent
worship into Brahmanism. 
Anantacaturdasi vrata is a popular. 
vrata even today. 

Visnu 

Ananta 
(Vi':'l}U) 
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not 
specified 

men and 
women 

from 1000 
Aswamedha 
or 100 
Rajasuya 
sacrifices 

One attains 
cherished 
desires here 
and hereafter 

One attains 
worldly 
pleasure_and 
salvation 

1530-
·1531 

1523-
1524 



TABLE V: 

SERIAL 
NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

VRATAS IN HONOUR OF DURGA/GAURI/PARVATI IN TBE HARADA PURANA 

NAME 

Navaratra 
vrata 

Gauri vrata 

Svarnagauri 
vrata 

DATE 

First lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Xsvina, to be 
continued for 
nine nights 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra to be 
continued for 
12 years 

Third lunar day 
in bright half , -
of Srava.pa to 
be continued 
for 16 years 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Installing a water pot in the 
· forenoon; sowing barley grains 

and wheat for germination; taking 
a single meal every day, or 
fasting; worshipping goddess with 
mantras; reciting from holy texts, 
reading the Caritas from 
Marka~eya Puraqp, for all 9 
days; worshipping and feeding 
brahmanas. 

Making an image of Gauri along 
with Siva in gold, silver, copper 
or clay; worshipping with scents, 
flowers, clothes, ornaments, 

\ 
J>urva grass; fasting; 
propitiating brahma~a women whose 
husbands and sons are alive and 
girls of auspicious 
characteristics with saffron, 
collyrium, clothes etc; keeping 
d\olake at night; giving image to 
preceptor if metallic, if made of 
clay, immersing it in tank or 
river; udyapana rite - donating 
12 cows. 

Worshipping goddess with 16 
upacaras; praying for conjugal 
bliss etc; giving sweet meat etc. 
to brahma~as; udyapana rite 
erecting a panda!, drawing a pure 
ma~qala; worshipping Ga~e~a and 
other gods; placing a saucer like 
copper plate over water pot; 
worshipping golden image of 
Bhavani with scents, flowers etc; 
performing homa; offering as 
naivedya 16 bamboo baskets of 
sweet uishes, cooked rice; 
distributing same amongst 



SIGNIFICANCE 

This vrata is still observed in 
different parts of India. It 
has been discussed in Chapters 
II, III and IV. 

This vrata has been discussed in 
detail in Chapters II and IV. 

This vrata is still popular in 
Karnataka, where it fs observed 
on thrid day of Bhadrapada. 
Herein the number 16 is very 
important. The Goddess is 
worshipped with 16 up~caras, the 
vrata is observed for 16 years, 
and 16 bamboo baskets filled with 
sweet dishes etc. are offered to 
brahmanas. 

I 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

Goddess 

Gauri 
/ 

with Siva 

Bhavani 
with 
Siva 
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NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

not 
specified 

Unmarried 
virgin 
desirous 
of bride
groom, 
married 
women 
desirous 
of matri
monial bliss 
and good 
fortune for 
sons and 
husbands 

REWARD 

One attains 
worldly plea
sure, salva
tion, Siddhi 

one attains 
wealth, good 
husband, sons, 
learning, 
ability to 
command, 
fame, 
happiness 

Women not 
specified 

PAGE NO 

1425-
1426 

1432 

1434-
1435 



4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

Haritaliki 
vrata 

Hastagauri 
vrata or 
Kotisvari or 
Laksesvari . 
vrata 

B:r;hadgauri 
vrata 

Vi!!J?Ugauri 
vrata 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Bhadrapada 

Third lunar day 
in Bhidrapada 
coinciding with 
constellation 
Hasta, to be 
continued for 
four years 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Asvina to be 
continued 
for 5 years 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika 

brahma~as, kinsmen and relatives; 
giving golden image to preceptor; 
monetary gifts to other brahma~as 

Worshipping the deity with pidya, 
arghya; fasting; offering cooked 
rice in a gold, silver or copper. 
vessel, and dak~i~a to brahmaqas; 
breaking fast with kinsmen; 
giving 16 bamboo-baskets filled 
with bliss yielding articles and 
daksina to brihma~as. 

Making an image of goddess with 
nne hundred thousand rice grains 
or gengelly seeds (boiled) 
decorating it with garlands etc; 
worshipping the deity with 
scents, flowers etc; bowing and 
craving for forgiveness; 
immersing image in a water-tank; 
offering dak~ipa to brahmanas; 
taking food the next day. · 

Fasting; worshipping deity with 
16 upaciiras; worshipping 
preceptors and other brahmalJas 
with cash presents; worshipping 5 
suvasinTs (married women with 
husbands alive) as haripriyas 
(belo..-ed of Hari) with clothes, 
ornaments, sandal, bodices, 
earrings, necklaces, giving one 
bamboo basket filled with 
saffron, cumin seed, sweet meats, 
apufa (baked pies), fruits to 
each suvasini; taking food 
silently; wearing one fruit round 
the neck; next day beducked 
with ornaments and accompanied by 
friends, songs and music, 
immersing Gaur! image in a river. 

Worshipping the deity with differe=t 
modes of services; feeding and 
honouring a suvasini; bidding fare
well to the deity 



This is a very popular vrata in 
~aharastra but not in Gujarat or 
Bengal. The vrata is also found in 
late medieval digests. 

, . 
The vrata is called Lak~esvar1 

because a paste of one hundred 
thousand rice grains or sesamum 
seeds is used to make the image. 

This vrata is still popular in 
Maharashtra and Karryataka. There 
a plant is brought along with its 
roots, fruits and ·branches for 
worship. A thread is wound round 
the neck in the name of Gauri. 

Goddess Women 

- do -

Gauri - do -

Gauri Women 
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One attains 
conjugal 
blessedness, 
becomeEl a 
friend and 
attendant of 
Gauri 

1435-
1436 

One attains 1436-
world of 1437 
Gauri 

One attains 1437-
c~njugal bliss 1438 
Gauri's world 

One attains 
grace of 
salvat1on 
of the deity 

1438 



8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Haragauri 
vrata 

Brahmagauri 
vrata 

Saubhagya 
Sundari 
vrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

Gauri vrata/ 
Dhu{ldhi vrataf 
Kunda vrataf 
Laii.ta vrataf 
Santi vrata 

Lalita vrata 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Hargasirs:a 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Pausa . 
Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Hagha 

Third lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Phalguna 

Fourth lunar 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Hagha 

Sixth lunar 
day of 
Bhadrapada 

day 

same as above 

- do -

- do -

- do -

Worshipping Gauri and Yoginu with 
ku~da flowers, kumkuma, red 
threads, red flowers, alataka 
juice, incense etc., green Palakas; 
worshipping married women (whose 
husbands are alive) and brahma~as, 

honouring them with gifts; taking 
food with kinsmen. 

Bathing; wearing white clothes and 
garlands; making 5 lumps of sandy 
soil taken from confluence of a 
river; meditating on goddess 
Lalit§; worshipping her with 108 
flowers of each of Jasmine, lotus 
Htc. and 28 unbroken buds, praying, 
1-1orshipping with Campaka flowers; 
naivedya (consisting of different 
fruits and vegetables), lights, 
food grains, incense etc. sweet 
meats; keeping awake with songs and 
instrumental music; dames along 
l·dth female friends, taking every 
t.hing to a river next day; giving 
naivedya to a brahma~a; bathing; 
performing homa, worshipping devas, 
Pitra, married women, virgins, 15 
brahma~as and feeding them. 



Jagadambika - do - one attains 1438 
worldly plea-
sures and 
world of Devi 

- Gauri - do - One becomes 1439 
associated 
with the 
Goddess 

- do - - do - One attains 1439 
a place in the 
world of 
goddess 

- do - - do - The goddess 1439 
bestows auspi-
ciousness 

Though the Narada Purana attributes Gauri and Men and One attains 1448 
the fruits of this vrata to the Yoginls Women conjugal 
grace of Ganes a it is essentially a blessedness . . 
Devi vrata. 

Lalita Men and One attains 14.57-
women but blessedness 1458 
primarily Sivaloka, 
for the rejoins with 
latter Goddess 
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14. 

15. 

] 6. 

17. 

18. 

] 9. 

20. 

Unnamed 
vrata 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

Hatrvrata 
(the day 
Bhadrakali 
was crowned 
chief of all 
mothers) 

Unnamed 
vrata 

Sixth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Xsvina 

Eighth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
sravana 

Eighth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
vaiSakha 

Eighth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
A.sadha 

Eighth lunar day 
in dark fortnight 
of lfagha 

Ninth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra 

Worshipping deity with scents, 
naivedya; bidding farewell to her, 
worshipping either an image 
(probably of Goddess) of sandy soil 
or chaste wife of a bran.ana with 
ornaments. 

Worshipping Goddess , according to 
injunctions; bathing idol in milk; 
offering sweet cooked rice as 
naivedya; feeding brahaa~as next 
day, taking food himself. 

Fasting; taking bath; performing 
ablution to the deity; worshipping 
with scents, naivedya etc; feeding 
virgins on 9th lunar day. 

Bathing in water mixed with 
1:urmeric powder, performing 
ablution of Goddess, smearing deity 
with sandals and camphor; naivedya; 
honouring brahma~a with naivedya, 
foods, gifts and dak~i~a; taking 
food herself. 

Worshipping the deity with great 
devotion 

Propitiating 64 Yoginis and Bhairava 
with garlands, naivedyas etc; fasting 
controlling sense organs 

Ninth lunar day Worshipping Ca~~iki according to 
in both fortnights injunctions 
of Vaisakha 



Katyayanr Unmarried 
virgins 
and 
married 
women 

Goddess not 
specified 

Aparajita - do -

Goddess - do -

Bhadraka li not 
specified 

- do - - do -

candilta - do -
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Unmarried 
virgins get 
b1.·idegroom 
and married 
women get 
sons 

Progeny 
increases 

Devotee will 
move about in 
heaven in an 
aerial chariot 

One attains 
world of the 
Goddess 

The vrata 
destroys hosts 
of enemies 
bestows cheri-
shed desires 

not specified 

One rejoices 
with devas 

1459-
1460 

1471 

1470 

1470 

1478 

1480 

1480 



21. 

. 22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

n. 

- do -

- do -

Ninth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Jye~~ha 

Ninth lunar day 
in either 
fortnight of 
Asadha .. 

Kaumari vrata Ninth lunar day 
in both fort
nights of 
Srivana . 

Nandanavami Ninth lunar day 
vrata in bright fort

night of 
Bhadrapada 

Hahanavami Ninth lunar day 
vrata in bright 

fortnight of 
Asvina 

Nandini Ninth lunar day 
Navami in bright 
vrata fortnight of 

Hargasir~a 

Unnamed Ninth lunar day 
vrata in bright 

fortnight of 
Pausa 

Worshipping Uma; feeding brahma~as 
and virgins; giving da~~i~a; eating 
only cooked Sali rice and milk 

Worshipping fair-complexioned Goddess 
Aindri, partaking of food at night 

Taking food only at night, worshippin< 
the deity with scents, flowers, 
inc~nse, lights, naivedyas, feeding 
virgins 

Worshipping the deity with all 
upacaras 

Worshipping Sami tree in the 
afternoon in eastern quarter; at 
night, in first watch, worshipping 
sword, bow, arrows, iron clubs, 
trident, javelin, axe, dagger, 
Hhield, umbrella, baton, noose, 
discus, conch; worshipping a 
buffalo with scents; upacaras, 
sacrificing it before the deity; 
offering oblation; eating cooked 
rice; giving dak~i~a to brahmanas. 

Fasting; worshipping deity with all 
upacaras 

Worshipping the deity; taking a 
single meal 



This vrata is observed all 
India as a part of Navaratra 
Durgapuja festival even today. 

over 
or 

Uma 

Aindri 
(riding 
Air;§vata) 

Kaumar! 
candika .. 

ourga 

Bhadrakali 
or ourga 
(destroyer 
of miseries 
of mankind) 

Jagaclan1ba 

Mahamaya 
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- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

not 
specified 

- do -

- do -

One attains 1481 
worldly plea-
sures and 
finally 
heaven 

- do - 1481 

One atti:ains 1481 
world o>f 
Goddess 

One atti:ains 1481 
benefit: of a 
horse sacri-
fice, attains 
Visnu 4 S region .. 

One attains 1481-
worldly plea- 1482 
sures, 
attains 
heaven 

One attains 1482-
benefits of 1483 
a horse 
sacrifice 

One attains 1483 
benefits of 
Vajapeya 
sacrifice 



28. 

29. 

30. 
\ 

31. 

32. 

33. 

- do - Ninth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
lfagha 

Anandanavami Ninth lunar day 
vrata in bright 

fortnight of 
Phalguna 

Pavitra- Fourteenth lunar 
ropa~a day in bright 
vrata fortnight of 

I -sravana -

Pasana Fourteenth lunar 
vrata day in bright 

fortnight of 
Karttika 

Durg~ 

vrata 

Kokila 
vrata 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Phalguna 

One full moon to 
next full moon , -
day in Srava~a 

Not specified 

Fasting; worshipping the deity 

Performing the rite of Pavitraropa~a, 
repeating mantra 108 times and 
dedicating it to goddess in accordance 
\o~ith injunctions laid down in Veda 

Fasting during daytime; cooking gro~;.d 
flour in ghee, shaping it in the form 
of brick; worshipping Gauri at night 
with scents etc; offering flour-brick 
as naivedya 

Worshipping Durga; offering scents, 
and other upacaras; feeding brahmapas; 
taking only a single meal 

'raking bath in a river or tank; 
meditating on goddess Parvati; 
painting her figure on cloth; 
worshipping her every day with 
scents etc; giving image to 
hrahma~a in gold or ground flour, 
or gingelly seeds, with golden 
piece as daksina; feeding brahma~as 
and 30 sanyasinis, bidding farewell 
to them. 



Narada PDra~a only mentions the 
outline of the vrata but does not 
clarify that pavLtra is the sacred 
thread, yajnopavita 

t 

' 

Mahanandd 

Ananda 

Mahadevl 

Qauri 

ourga 

Kokilii 

- do -

- do -

Men and 
women 

not 
specified 

- do -

Women 

holy bath, 
charity, 
japa, homa, 
fasting 
performed by 
one acquire 
everlasting 
benefit 

One attains 
all desired 
benefits and 
liberation 
from sins 

1483 

1483 

One attains 1523 
worldly plea-
sure, salvation 

One attains 1526 
glory, happi-
ness, conjugal 
bliss, beauty 
of form 

One attains all 1528 
cherished 
desires in 
this life and 
after 

One attains 1531 
happiness, 
conjugal bliss 
for 7 births 



TABLE VI: 

SERIAL 
NO. 

, 
VRATAS IN HONOUR OF SIVA IN THE NARADA PDRNfA 

NAME DATE BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

-----------------~------------------------------------------------------------------

2. 

J. 

4. 

Unnamed 
vrata 

Mahatma 
vrata or 
Mauna 
vrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

- do -

Beginning with 
14th day in dark 
fortnight of 
Karttika to be 
continued till 
1st lunar day 
of bright fortnight 

First lunar day 
in the bright 
fortnight of 
Bhadrapada, to 
be continued 
for 14 years 

Second lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
PhiJ.lguna 

Sixth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Phalguna 

On the 14th day, fasting on full moon , 
duy, worshipping Siva; on 1st lunar 
day offering vayana (sweet meats etc.) 
alongwith a golden flute to a 
brahmana . 

c(Joklng three times 16 fruits and 
g£ound flour in silence; offering 
another set of 16 to the deity and 
eating one himself; wor~hipping a 
golden image of deity placed on a 
water pot; offering everything 
along with a cow to a brahma~a 

, 
Worshipping Siva 
flowers, making a 
decorating it with 

with 
canopy 

flowers 

white 
and 

· and 
ornamental things; propitiating the 
deity with naivedyas of various 
kinds, offering incense, lights; 
performing nirajana; prostrating on 
ttte ground. 

Worshipping 
deity with 

a clay image of the 
16 upacaras; bathing 

image with water or pancam:ta, 
uttering Aatarudra mantra, smearing 
unguents over image, worshipping 
~ith raw rice grains, white 
flowers, fruits; offering different 
naivedyas; performing nirajana 
rite; craving for forgiveness; 
sending deity ritualistically to 
KaiUtsa. 



SIGNIFICANCE 

In the opinion of J.N. Banerjea, 
§lva has always been worshipped in 
the form of a li~ga inside the main 
garbhagrihya of a temple (i.e. 
sanctum sanctorium). Though 
several anthropomorphic images of 
diva may be located, these are 
M]ways found outside the main 
gdrbhagrihya. Thus, when the 
Narada Purana inatructs the vratee 
to make an image of Siva, we should 
a~sume that the reference is being 
ruade to a Sivalinga. If an 
~nthropomorphic image is referred 
to, then the vrata is to be 
conducted outside a temple. 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

/ 

Siva 

Siva 

Siva 

Pasupati 
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NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

not 
specified 

-· do -

Only 
brahman as . 

Men and 
women 

REWARD 

one attains 
increase in 

' wealth, 
pleasure of 
the deities 

One attains 
worldly plea
sures, Siva's 
world 

one attains 
freedom from 
sickness and 
obtains wealth 
foodgrains, 
life for 100 
years 

One attains 
worldly plea-
sures, also 
goal of· Siva 

PAGE NO. 

1424 

1424-
1425 

1430-
1431 

1461 



5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Amuktabharana Seventh lunar day 
vrata in bright 

fortnight of 
Bhadrapada 

Phalasaptami 
vrata 

Acala vrata 
or Trilocana 
Jayanti vrata 
(Birth 
anniversary 
of three-eyed 
Lord) 

Unnamed 
vrata 

Durvastami 
vrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

- do -
continued for 
7 years 

Seventh lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
H§gha 

Eighth lunar day 
in dark fortnight 
of Jye~~ha 

Eighth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Bha-drapada 

Eighth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Pausa 

W<•rshipping the deity with 16 
upacaras; offering prayer and 
obeisance, bidding farewell 
ritualistically 

Offering 7 fruits (coconut, 
brinjal, orange, pomegranate, white 
gourd, Brhati, arecanut) to the 
deity; placing a thread, consisting 
of 7 threads and tied into 7 knots; 
worshipping deity; wearing the 
threads; feeding 7 brahma~as with 
milk puddings and offering 7 fruits 
to them; partaking of the same food; 
wc~en should wear thread on left 
hitnd and men on right hand. 

Not mentioned 

Placing Linga on Durva grass 
growing on a clean spot; 
worshipping it with incense, 
flowers, scents, lights, naivedyas, 
C"t!rds, raw rice grains, fruits; 
offering argya with mantra, 
circumbulating, giving daksinas and 
fruits to brahmanas; taking food 
himself. 



I 
Mahesa, 
Uma and 
Ganga 

According to _other texts, it is 
I 

Mahesa 
sun-God and not Mahesa who is 
the chief deity of this vrata 

Ling a 

/ 

Siva 
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not 
specified 

Men and 
women 

Vrata leads 
flourishing 
increase of 
all desires 

One attains 
identity 
with Siva 

One attains 
liberation 
from sins 

One attains 
sivaloka 

Men of all One attains 
4 castes long-life to 
and women progeny, 

liberation 
from sins 

One attains 
worldly 
pleasures, 
liberation 
from sins 

to 1465 

1465-
1466 

1468 

1470 

1474-
1475 

1478 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

lb. 

17. 

18. 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

/ 

Sivaratra 
vrata 

Lir:ga vrata 

Unnamed 
vrata 

- do -

Eighth lunar day 
in bright 
fortnight of 
Phalguna 

Thirteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika 

Fourteenth lunar 
day ir; bright 
fortnight of 
Caitra 

- do -

Fourteenth lunar 
day in dark 
fortnight of 
vaisakha 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
vaisakha 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Asadha 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Karttika 

Worshipping with scents and other 
tllings 

Taking single meal; bathing at 
sunset; lighting a thousand/ 
hund1·edjthirty two lamps with ghee; 
worshipping Siva with scents; 
various kinds of naivedya etc.; 
eulogising Siva with 100 names, 
circumbulating the deity. 

Fasting or taking a single meal; 
worshipping Siva with saffron, 
agallochum, sandal paste, scents, 
ornaments etc; erecting canopy, 
banner and umbrellas; worshipping 
mothers 

Worshipping with Damanaka leaves and 
fragrant flowers; dedicating fruit to 
Si.\'•3 

Fasting; bathing at sunset; wearing 
white clothes; worshipping Linga 
with scents and other upacaras, and 
l~3VP.S of Bilva trees; inviting a 
pr·om.lnent brahmaqa; breaking fast 
on next day 

Bathing Linga (made of ground flour) 
in pancamrta, saffron; offering fruits 
as naivedya; worshipping with scents, 
incense etc. 

' Worshipping Siva with flowers of 
the season 

Wocshipping Linga with scents, flowers, 
ft·,, its, different kinds of naivedyas; 
taking a single meal 



It is believed that Lord Vi~ve~vara 
(~iva) took bath on this day at 
~anikarQika-Tirtha, worshipped his 
own self and performed the Pasupata 
rite (applied bhasman) 

I 

Siva 

, 
Siva 

- do -

- do -

Ling a 

I 

Siva 

I 

Siva 

visvesa 
(~hva) 
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not 
specified' 

·- do -

- do -

-· do -

not 
specified 

- do -

- do -

One becomes 
lord of all 
Siddhis 
(supernatural 
power) 

One attains 
worldly plea-
sures and 
Sivaloka 

one attains 
merit more 
than that of 
a horse 
sacrifice 

One attains 
progeny, 
wealth 

One attains 
worldly plea-
sure, salva-
t.ion, achieve-
ment in all 
objects 

One attains 
all riches 

One attains 
all cherished 
desire 

1479 

1517-
1519 

1521 

1521 

1521 

1522 

1522-
1523 

1525 



] 9. 

20. 

:.!1. 

22. 

, 
Siva vrata 

Virupaksa 
• vrata 

"' 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
Margasir~a 

Fourteenth lunar 
day in bright 
fortnight of 
PBU!ja 

Sivaratri Fourteenth lunar 
vrata day in bright 

fortnight of 
Phillguna 

- # Uma-mahesvara Full moon day 
vrata of Bhadrapada 

for 15 years 

Taking a single meal or fasting; 
worsh~pping a golden replica of a 
bull, giving it to a brahma~a; next 
day - bathing, worshipping Mahesvara 
and Uma with lotus flowers, scents, 
unguents; feeding brahma~as with sweet 
cooked rice and propitiating them with 
de~k!!in}J. 

Worshipping the deity with scents, 
garlands, incense etc. richly prepared 
cooked rice etc. 

Fasting, even abjuring water, during 
the day; worshipping the linga (self 
born or made of clay) at night, with - -scents and other upacaras, Bilva 
leaves1 recitation of hymns, japa, 
naivedyas; next day, w~ipping deity 
with upacaras; feeding brahmanas with 
sweet cooked rice, giving dak~inas. . . 
Taking a single meal on previous 
day; worshipping ~iva, praying, 
~leeping near the deity at night, 
on full moonday - getting up in the 
last watch of night; applying 
Bhasma and wearing Rudrik~a; , . 
\mt:-ahipping Sankara with different 
kinds of upacaras, naivedyas etc; 
fasting till sunset; at moonrise, 
w~rshipping once again; keeping 
a>>~ake at night. 
Urfyapana rite gett-ing golden 
i~ages of Uma and Mahesvara, making 
15 pots of silver, gold or clay, 
placing the images in one of the 
pots; bathing them with pancamrta 
and pure water; worshipping with 16 
upacaras; feeding 15 brihma~as with 
sweet cooked rice and giving 
dak~i~as, giving one pot and image 
to each. 



'I'his is the Mahasivaratri vrata 
pupular all over India. As compared 
to other Pura~as and digests, the 
N~rada Purana gives a bare outline 
of the vrata. 

Mahesvara 

virupakBa 
/ . 
Siva 

Siva 

uma 
' I Mahesvara 
' 
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- do -

' do -

- do -

not 
specified 

One attains 
worldly plea
sure and 
liberation· 

One rejoices 
the heaven 
with Devas 

one attains 
immortal 
pleasure 

One attains 
fame through
out world and 
riches 

1526-
1527 

1527 

1527-
1528 

1532.-
1533 



CHAPTER III 

VARIATIONS IN THE RITUAL PATTERN OF VRATAS: 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VAISNAVA, SAKTA AND SAIVA VRATAS .. 

In the previous chapter we have seen how vratas while 

operating within a common framework reveal sectarian 

affiliations which in turn determine their characteristics. 

It is this trend of inc~easing sectarianism that I would 

like to develop upon in this Chapter~ The t~xts which I 

have taken up for discussion are the Brahmavaivartta 

· Pura~a, the Devibhagavata Pura~a and the Linga Purana - all 

of which extend to a later period in comparison to the 

Matsya and Narada Puranas. . ' 
It is by counterposing these 

three later Puranas with the Matsya and Narada Pura~as that 

I would like to highlight and analyse the growing sectarian 

character of the texts and the vratas mentioned therein. But 

I had confined my study to an examination of different 

categories 
/ . 

of vratas {Vai9pava, Sa1va or sakta) mentioned 

within one text only - the Narada Pura-!Ja· Here I would like 

to undertake a comparative study of Vaisnava, .. sakta and 

Saiva vratas with reference to three different texts. 

Unlike in the Narada Purana or the Matsya Purima the 

vratas prescribed in the Brahmavaivartta, Devibhagavata and 
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Ling a Puranas ar'e mainly dedicated to one single deity. 1 

Vows to propitiate other deities are either totally absent 

'f t f . b 2 or 1 presen, are.very ·ew 1n num er. The total number of 

vratas also become reduced considerably. For instance, in 

comparison to the Matsya and Narada Puranas which contain 

fifty seven and one hundred and sixty three vratas 

respectively3 , the Brahmavaivartta Purar:a mentions nin~ 

vratas, the Linga Pura~a three vratas and the Devibhagavata 

only one4 . Vratas as mentioned before, -were introduced into 

Brahmanical religion so as to reinstate the same to its old 
I 

glory.· It may thus.be suggested that once this purpose was 

fulfilled socio-religious relevance of vratas declined. 

Moreover, with the increasing popularity of bhakti, and the 

importance attributed to devotion pure and simple to ·the 

deity of one'~ choice, the significance of rituals gradually 

receded to the ba·ckground. 5 This perhaps explains the 

diminishing number of vratas Jn the Puranas and their 

growing sectarian nature. The latter trait becomes evident 

through the variations in ritual-pattern between a Vai~~ava, 
I , 

Sakta ·and Saiva vratas. 

1. See Tables VII-XI. 

2. See Tables IX-XI. 

3. See Tables VII and IX. 

4. See Tables IX-XI. 

5. Lalye, Op.cit., p.l9. 
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I 

BRAHHAVAIVARTTA PURMfA 

The Brahmavaivartta Pural}a, is a Vaisnavite text 

dateable approximately between the lOth and 16th centuries 

6 A. D. • It mentions four vratas in honour of Visnu the 

Punyaka vrata, the. Janma~tami vrata, the Ekadasi vrata and 

' 7 the Trayeemasika vrata . Apart from the typical rites like 

fasting, keeping awake at night, propitiating the brahmanas 

or worshipping the deity with various upacaras, there are 

references to certain characteristic Vai9~ava rituals like 

namsaJ'!Ikirtana or namaganas, entertaining the deity through 

singing, dancing and playing musical instruments, reciting 

8 or listening to the stories of the birth of the deity etc. 

It is possible to discern in all these rites and customs a 

distinct influence of bhakti to Kr9~a. 9 And bhakti without 

emotional fervour as explains Kr9~a in the Bhagavata 

P - 10 t "f ura~a, canno pur1 y. It thus becomes necessary that the 

activities of the devotees, stimulated by emotional 

6. Hazra, Op.cit., pp.l87-188. 

7. See Table IX. 

8. See Table XII. 

9. Krsna in Brahmavaivartta Purana has not been presented 
as""an incarnation of Visnu but as the supreme deity 
Himself. See Rawal, Op.clt., p.242. 

10. Bhagavata Purana, Chap.ll, Verse 14 (transl.), pp.23-24 . . 
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attachment to the Lord, are continually directed into more 

general cultic activities in His service. This includes 

among other things, as mentioned by Krsna in the Bhagavata 

Purlma -

" Reciting my births' and acts; ..... merriment in my 
temp~e with songs, da~ring, musical instrument ..... . 
keep1ng my vows; ..... 

From Patanjali's reference to the sounding of musical 

instruments in the temples of Dhanapati, Rama and ' 12 Kesava, 

we come to know that music and dance formed an important 

constituent in temple-worship, especially during festivals. 

And according to the Vis.r:udharmottara Purar:a, it is far more 

meritorious to dedicate a song, dance or musical ·instrument 

rather than offerings of flowers, food etc. It not only 

fulfils all desires but is equivetlent to the performance of 

. f. 13 a sacr1 1ce. 

The Vaisnava texts also lay great emphasis on 

namasa~kirtana or namagana, an unbroken recitation of the 

names of R~ma and K~~~a, often accompanied by singing, 

dancing and the playing of musical instruments. This 

11. Bh~gavata Purar:a, Chap.11, Verse 14 (trans!.), pp.34-40. 

12. Jaiswal, Op.cit., p.145. 

13. Vi~l)udharmottara Pura-Qa, Chap.3, Verse 34, 
pp.25-27. 
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practice which is popu~ar even today may have received an 

impetus from the sentiments of bhakti according to which 

uttering the name of a chosen deity on every occasion was 

believed to bring great merit. Infact with the passage of 

. time, namasa1pkirtana became SO pc:>{mlar that it began to be 

considered more meritorious than worshipping the deity with 

elaborate rituals. This shift of emphasis from costly 

rituals to simple namajapa, a£; s. Jaiswal points out, 

"contributed a great deal to the popularization of 

. . .. 14 Va1snav1sm. 

Attempts at popularization are also noticed in the 

introduction of vrata kathas (a recitation or hearing of 

anecdotes depicting the efficacy of the vrata) as an 

integral part of most of the vows. 15 In the Matsya Purana 

and the Narada Pura~a, the vratee is usually advised to 

recite from or listen to certain sacred texts like the 

- 16 Puranas. But a narrative or a vrata-katha which 

constitutes an integral part of popular vratas even today, 

is conspicuous by its absence in these texts. Though such 

narratives are not peculiar to Vaisnava vratas, generally 

their absence in the Sakta and / . 
Sa1va texts studied here 

14. Jaiswal, Op.cit., pp.l44-145. 

15. See Table XII. 

16. See Tables I-VI. 
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renders these important fo~ discussion. These stories which 

are usually in the nature 'of myths or legends are believed 

to have acted as effective: devices to commend the efficacy 

of the vratas amongst the common people. In the case of the 

Punyaka vrata, for instance, the popular story of the 

marriage of Siva and Parvati and the birth of Ganesa17 has 

been utilized to popularize a Vaisnava vrata. 

Another feature of the :Vaisnc:tva vratas in this text is 

the pancadevopasana (wors~ip of five deities or at times 

even six deities). Though ~he principal deity here is Krsna 

(Vi~ryu) the text permits th:e propitiation of other deities 

1 ' k • I' t 18 1 e Gaur1, S1va e c. Inspite of sectarian exclusiveness 

then, the Brahmavaivartta ~rana demonstrates c.. spirit of 

tolerance and reconciliation towards other sects. This 

formed the basic principle of the Pancaratna puja followed 

by the Smartas. The main deity who is placed at the centre 

is worshipped together with four or five other deities. 19 

For instance, 

other deities 

if the chief deity is Visnu 

would. be tiva, ~akti, Gane~a 

or Krsna, . . . the 

and surya or 

Brahma and occasionally even Agni. 20 The typical Vaisnava 

17. See Table XII. 

18. See Table XII. 
/ 

19. V.S. Pathak, History of Saiva Cults in Northern India 
from Inscriptions (Allahabad: 1980), p.56. 

20. Brahmavaivartta Purana,. Srik~~~ajanmakha~~a, Chap.28 
(transl.), p.495. · 
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rites characterizing the vratas Jn this text are conspicuous 

by their absence in the:other two texts. 

II 

' - -THE DEVIBHAGAVATA PURANA 

The Devibhagavata'Pura~a is a Sakta Purana and may be 

placed approximately between the 11th and 12 centuries A.D. 

Although the Devibhagavata Pura~a mentions a number of vows 

propitiating Goddess ourga, it is only the Navaratra vow 

which is described in' detail. rhe Navaratra vrata, even 

today, is one of the m6st popular ~ikta festivals celebrated 

in various parts of 'the country. Here I would like to 

highlight some of the ~ypical ~ikta rites which are related 

to this festival and tliereby distinguish these Sakta vratas 

, . ' 
from Vai~~ava or Sa1va .vrata. 

one of the most significant features of the Navaratra 

vrata is the sacrifice,performed on either astami or navami 

tithi (the eighth or. ninth lunar day). 21 This sacrifice, 

considered as most efficacious in propitiating the 'Devi', 

mainly consists of the offering of an animal (goat or wild 

boar) which is killed before the deity. Since the animals 

offered in sacrifice are believed to attain 'unending 

21. See Table XIII. 
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heaven 122 the persons responsible for killing them are 

absolved from increasing any sin. This sacrifice, unlike a 

Vedic sacrifice lays greater emphasis on the mat.erh:l 

offered rather than on elabcirate oblations and sacerdotalism 

and is. therefore a dravyayajiia or material sacrifice. 2.3 It 

is thus a typical Puranic sacrifice. However, it is 

different from other Puranic sacrifices in that the item or 

material sacrificed here, is an animal and is thus 
, ' 

characteristic of the Sikta: cult. The text also recommends 

the offering of fish (matsya) and flesh (mal!lsa) as naivedya 

b f th d . t t -' t . th . 2 4 e ore e e1 y on ·as am~ ~ ~. . . ' 
It may be noted here 

' 

that worshipping the deity with mamsa 
' . (meat) and matsya 

(fish) constitute integral :parts of the five M's or Hakaras 

a typical, tantric ritua1. 25 And since Saktism was 

largely influenced by T~ntricism, here a simiLar connection 

cannot be ruled out. 

The influence of Tantricism is evident in several other 

rites and ~ituals constitu,ting the Navaratra vrata: the use 

22. Devibhagavata Purana, Chap.26, Verse 33-34 (transl.), 
p.227. 

23. Lalye, Op.cit., p.198. 

24. Devibhagavata Pura~a 1 Chap.27, Verse 11 (transl.), p.230. 

25. A.L. Basham, The Wonder that was India (Delhi, 1967), 
p.340. 
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' 
' 

'. 

of the seed mantras26 or n~ne-lettered Durga 27 mantra, the 

: 28 drawing of a diagram or ya;ntra as a symbol, virgin-worship 

etc. The mantras here ate used not merely as combinations 

of letters or words. The seed or vija mantras or nine

lettered mantra consist,si of a number of unetymological 

vocables, e.g. Hrim, Srm, 
'• 

Dum, which are really the 

abbreviation of the names of the deity and her functions. 

These represent the i~~a~evata or core-deity of the aspirant 
' 

(here Durgi) to be vistialized and retained by him through 

spiritual efforts. ~hus, these mantras have a deeper 

spiritual significanceiand historically are a continuation 
' 
' of the archaic magic;al belief in the efficacy of the 
' 
' 29 sound. It is thro~gh uttering these mantras that the 

vratee wishes to achie~e his desired object. 

Similarly the ~rawing of a geometrical diagram or 

yantra included in the Navaratra festival is an important 

part of the bahiryaga or external worship of Sakti. The 

yantra is not an ordinary geometrical diagram but is often 

considered as the deity itself. One of the most popular 

--------------~-----

26. Devibhagavata Pura~a, Chap.26, Verse 12-17 (transl.) 
p.226. 

27. Ibid., Chap.26, Verse 52 (transl.), p.228. 

28. Ibid., Chap.26~ Verse 21-22 (transl.), p.226. 

29. N.N. Bhattacharya, History of the Tantric Religion (New 
Delhi: 1982), pp.327-330. 
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, 
forms of the yantra is the Sricakra consisting of the yonis 

. f 1 36 1. e. ema e organs. , 
' 

Another striking feature of the Navaratra vrata is 

kumari-puja or virg~n worship. The Devibhagavata Purana 

gives a detailed desc~iption as to how different categories 

of virgins were to be propitiated for achieving various 

. 31 a1ms. It has been:mentioned in the earlier chapter that 
' 

the propitiation of virgin girls was an important feature of 

the Sakta cult. This is evident from the high position 
' 

conferred on virgin~girls who are regarded as the very 
' I 

embodiment of auspi~iousness and 
I 

representatives of the 

goddess Herself. The influence of Tantricism is evident in 

this case too. 

III 

. -
LINGA PURANA . 

The ' I • Ling a Pural!a ,' a Sa1 va text, was composed roughly 

between the lOth and 12th centuries. The 
, . 
Salva vratas 

prescribed in this text consist of the same rites and 

rituals as any other· Puranic vrata mentioned in the 

30. Bhattacharya, Op.cit., p.332. 

31. Devibhagavata Pural!a, Chap.26, Verse 37-51 (transl.), 
p.228. 
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different texts. 32 ~owever, mention may be made of certain 
' 

rites which .though; not common to most Saivite vows are 

peculiar to certairi particular and more popular Saiva 

v:ratas. Here refererice should be made to the Pasupata vrata 

as already mentioned, which mainly consis·ts of such peculiar ' 

practices as the bes~earing bf the body with sacred ashes or 

bhasma, sleeping over ashes etc. The merits of using the 

bhasma is repeatedly; pointed out in the Pural)a. 
I 

' 

According 

to the text, the Bhasma is the energy (virya) of siva and is 
- I 

capable of bringing good and destroying one's 
. 33 s1n. The 

-I Pasupata Siitra also enjoins a devotee to besmear the body 
' ' 
' with ashes thrice a day and to sleep.on ash so as to free 

himself from sins . 34 of henious cr1mes. That it was a 

characteristic feature of most ascetics belonging to the 

Pasupata school is corroborated by several epigraphic 

records. The Udeypur Inscription of Naravahana, for 

instance, mentions ascetics of the Pasupata school "having 

the characteristics of the besmearing of ashes, wearing of 

the barks of trees a~d matted bair". 35 According to the 

Harsha inscription, "nakedness, matted hair, besmearing of 

ashes, sleeping on the· earth, food received as alms and the 

32. See Table XIV. 

33. Gangadharan, Op.c~t., p.91. 

34. Pathak, Op.cit., p.l7. 

35. Ibid., p.l5. 
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hands used as drinking cup•: were the features of the ascetic 

Bhavadyota. 36 It is thus evident that the influence of the 

Pasupata school of Saivi~m was widespread. Even the Narada 

' 
Pura~a which is primarily a Vaisnavite text prescribes the 

besmearing of the body "#ith ashes as an important rite in 

th b f th :- h ' t 3 7 th · s' · e o servance o e Uma-Ma esvara vra a, ano er a1va 
' ' 

vrata. The Linga Purana, however does not prescribe this . ' 

' 
rite while describing th~ same vrata, nor is it included in 

, l • • • 

any of the Vaishava or Sakta vratas ment1oned 1n e1ther the 

Brahmavaivartta Pural}a o~ the Dev.ibhagavata Purana. 

'. 
' ' 

It is evident from the above discussion that Puranic 
I 

vratas, as described in the three texts selected here, show 

distinct sectarian characteristics which can be related to 

the increasing sectarian nature of the contemporary 

reli.gious currents. This distinctive sectarian character 

that the vratas acquired in these ·later texts were 

conspicuously absent in the Matsya Pura~a and barely visible 

in the Narada Pura~a and reflect on the increasing 

differences in religious sects. 

36. Pathak, Op.cit., p.l6~ 

37. Narada Pura~a, Chap.l24, Verse 35 (transl.), p.l533. 
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TABLE VII: -vRATAS IN THE NATSYA PURANA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
VISNU .. 

I 

VRATAS HONOURING 
:GAURI/DURGA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
J 
SIVA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
OTHER DEITIES 

-------------------------'--------------------------------------------------------
Hadanadvadasi 
vrata 

Rohinicandrasayana 
vrata 

Ak!fayatritiya 
vrata 

Bhimadvadasi vrata 

Anangadana vrata 

Visokasaptami vrata 

Vi-?{lU vrata 

Vibhutidvadasi vrata 

Lila vrata 

Pitr vrata . 
Vi~r:u vrata 

Priti vrata 

K$nti vrata 

Bhumi vrata 

_ Krsna vrata 

Phala vrata 

Visnu vrata 

:.Saubhagyasayana 
~rata 

~antatritiyil 
'vrata 

~asakalya!Jini
~ritiya vrata 

Ardranandakari 
' tritiya vrata 

' Gauri vrata 

Rudra vrata 
' 

Krsnastami vrata 

Hahelr.·ara vrata 

Devavrata 
Rudrallrata 

Siva vrata 

Viravrata 

sita vrata 

Dipti vrata 

Dhara vrata 

Praptivrata 

Vaihayaka vrata 

Varsa vrata 

Prajapatya vrata 

Trayambaka vrata 

K<llyan.a vrat<i 

Bhavani vrata 

Soma vrata 

/ 
Siva vrata 

Sarasvata vrata 
(Sarasvati) 

Saptami vrata 
(Dharmaraja) 

~garaka vrata 
(Mars) 

Kalyal}asaptami 
vrata (Sun) 

Viiokasaptami 
vrata (Sun) 

Handarasaptami 
vrata (Sun) 

Unnamed vrata(Sun) 

Sankranti vrata 

Sarasvata vrata 
(Sarasvati Devi) 

Surya vrata (Surya) 

Dridha vrata 
(Varu~a) 

Kalpa vrata (Brahrna) 

Sugati vrita (Indra) 

Vaivasnara vrata 
(Brahma) 

Surya vrata (Sun) 

--------------------------~------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL: 17 7 18 15 

TOTAL NUMBER OF VRATAS: 57 
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TABLE VIII: VRATAS IN THE NARADA PURANA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
VISNU 

•• 

' . 

VRA7'AS HONOURING 
GAURI/DURGA 

VRATAS HONOURING , 
SIVA 

VRAT.AS HONOURING 
OTHER DEITIES 

-----~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dvadasi vrata 
Pii:rl}ima vrata 
Dhvajaropal}a vrata 
Haripancami vrata 
Masopavasa vrata 
Ekadasi vrata 
Ann[!.kuta vrata 
Dhana vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
Hatsyajayanti vrata 
Dasaphala vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
Kz:!fJ?ajanma~.tami vrata 
Ramanavami vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
Dasavatara vrata 
Kamoda Ekadasi 
Varuthini Edadasi 
Hohini Ekadasi 
Apara Ekadasi 
Nirjala Ekadasi. 
Yogini Ekada5i , 
sayani Ekadasi 
Kamika EkadaSi 
Pavitra/Putrada Ekadasi 
Aja Ekadasi 
Padma EkadaSi 
Indira Ekadasi 
Pasankusa Ekadasi 
Rama Ekadasi 
Prabodhini EkadaSi 
Utpanna Ekadasi 
Hok!fa EkadaSi 
saphala Ekadasi 
Putrada EkadaSi 
sattila Ekadasi 
Jaya Ekadas1 
Vijaya Ekadasi 
Amalaki Ekadasi 
Papamocanika Ekadasi 
Hadana vrata 

' 

' 
Navaritra li'rata 
Gauri vrat~ 
Svarnagauri vrata 
Haritalika :vrata 
Hastagauri ;vrata 
Brhadgauri :vrata 

f I 

Vi.s:J?ugauri:vrata 
Haragauri vrata 
Brahmagauri vrata 
Saubhagya ~undari 

vrata 
Unnamed vrata 

' Gauri vrat~ 
Lalita vraria 

' Unnamed vr~ta 
- do -
- do -
- do -
- do -
Hatrvrata: 

Unnamed v.tata 
- do ~ 

- do -
Kaumarl vrata 
Nandanavami vrata 
Mahanavami vrata 
Nandininavami 

vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
- do -

·A.nandanavami 
vrata 

Pavitraropaf!a 
vrata 

Pasana vrata 
Durga vrata 
Kokila vrata 
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Rojaka vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
Mahatma vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
·- do -
Amuktabarana 

vrata 
Pllalasaptani 

vrata 
Acala vrata 

Unnamed vrata 
Durvastami 

. . . 
vrata 

Unname!d vra ta 
- do -
- do -
- do -
- do -
- do -

Linga vrata 

Unnamed vrata 
Rudra vrata 
-·do

Sivaratri vrata 
Virupak!!a vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
uma-Mahesvara 

vrat:a 

saurivrata (Sun) 
Kara v irapra t·ipad 
vrata (tree) 
Asoka vrata 
(Asoka tree) 
Unnamed vrata 
(Sun) 
Netra vrata 
(Asvins) 
Unnamed vrata 
(Brahma) 
- do - (Sun) 
Asokasayana 
vra ta ( Brahmil) 
Unnamed vrata 
(Bhadra) 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-

-do-
-do-
-do-

(Yama) 
(Pit~s) 

(Prajapati) 
(Ga~esa) 

I 

(Ganesa) 
• I 

(Gar;tesa) 
(Ganesa) 

Sativrata 
(Garyapati) 
Unnamed vrata 
(Garyapati) 
-do- (Garyapati) 
-do- ( Ga~apat i) 
DurgagaJ?apati vrata 
( Garyapat i, Durg~l) 
Bahuladhenuka 
vrata (Cow) 
Siddhavinayaka , 
vrata (Garyesa) 
Karaka vrata 
(Garyesa) , 
Naga vrata (Se~a) 
Vara vrata , 
(Gan.esa) 

contd ..• 



Bhartr-dvadasika vrata 
Nirajana vrata 
Akhandadvadasi vrata 
Rupa vrata 
Gotriratra vrata 
Unnamed vrata 
Gopadma vrata 
Anantacturdasi vrata 
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Annasamrddhi-da . 
vrata (Devas) 
Unnamed vr.ata 
(five sages) 
Kumara vrata 
( Skanda ). 
Varunasasthi ... 
vrata (Varu~a), 

Ganga vrata 
(Jahhavi) 
Kamala vrata 
(Sun) 
Nimba vrata 
(Sun) 
Sarkarasaptami 
vrata (Sun) 
Aryanga vrata 
(Sun) 
Mitra vrata 
(Sun) 
Abhayasaptami 
vrata (Sun) 
Sarvaptisaptami 
vrata (Sun) 
Rathasaptami 
vrata (Sun) 
Arkaputa 
vrata (Sun) 
Asoka vrata 
(Asoka: tree) 
Gopa~~ami 
(Cows) 
Unnamed vrata 
(SitaUi.) 
Arogyavrata 
(10 brahmanas) 
Dvadasaditya 
vrata (Adityas) 
Hahavaruni vrata 
(Kama) 
Rat:f-_kama vrata 

, (Kama) 
Triratasoka vrata 
(Asoka tree) 
Dhanada vrata 
(Kubera) 
Kadali vrata 

, (Plantain tree) 
Brahmakurcavrata 
(Devas) 

contd ... 



TOTAL 49 33 24 

TOTAL NUMBER OF VRATAS: 163 
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Yamatapana vrata 
(Yama) 
Dharmaraja vrata 
(Dharmaraji) 
Vatasavitrika 
vrai:a (Savitri./ 
Vatatree) 
Vedopakarma vrata 
(Sages) 
Kojagara vrata 
(Lalf:smi) 
Holika vrata 
< Holika/Kama) 
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TABLE IX: VRATAS IN THE BRABifAVAIVARTTA PURANA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
VISNU , . 

VRATAS HONOURING 
GAURI/DURGA 

. 

VRATAS HONOURING 
SIVA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
OTHER DEITIES 

--------------------------------~------------------------------------------------

PUNYAKA VRATA GAURI'VRATA NIL 

JANMASTAHI VRATA 

TRAYEEMASIKA VRATA 

- I EKADASI VRATA 

TOTAL 4 1 NIL 

SAVITRI VRATA 
(SAVITRI) 

. -
MANGALCA1ff?IKA 
VRATA . -
(MANGAL CA~J?IKA) 

fiA!i':fHI VRATA 
(Sf\~';'HI) 

- -MAHALAK,SMI VRATA 
(LAK~MI) 

4 

----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------

TOTAL NUMBER OF VRATAS: 9 
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TABLE X: VRA:rAS IN DEVIBHAGAVATA PUR.l!NA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
VISNU 

NIL 

TOTAL: NIL 

VRATAS HONOURING 
GAURI/DURGA 

NAVARATRA \'RATA 

1 

TOTAL NUMBER OF VRATAS: 1 

TABLE XI: VRATAS IN THE LINGA PURANA 

VRATAS HONOURING 
VISNU 

NIL 

TOTAL: NIL 

. 

VRATAS HONOURING 
GAURI/DURGA 

NIL 

NIL 

TOTAL NUBER OF VRATAS: 3 

VRATAS HONOURING 
SIVA 

NIL 

NIL 

VRATAS HONOURING , 
SIVA 

, 
SIVA \!'RATA 

-I 
PASUPATA VRATA 

- , 
UMA-MAHESVARA 
VRATA 

3 
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VRATAS HONOURING 
OTHER DEITIES 

NIL 

NIL 

VRATAS HONOURING 
OTHER DEITIES 

NIL 

NIL 



TABLE XII: VRATAS IN HONOUR OF VISNU IN THE llRAl/lfAl'AIVARrrA PURANA 

SERIAL 
NO. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

NAME 

Punyaka 
vrata 

Janmastaml 
vrata 

Trayeemasika 
vrata or 
three 
monthly fast 

Ekada!;i 
vrata 

DATE 

Thirteenth lunar 
day in the 
bright fortnight 
of Hagha I to be 
continued for 
one year 

Eighth lunar 
day of 
Bhadrapada 

Starting with 
vaisakha 
should continue 
for 3 months 

Eleventh lunar 
day in both 
fortnights of 
every month · 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Appointing a priest; bathing; 
installing a water-pot; fasting; 
worshipping with 16 upacaras; 
performing homa; eating havi~ya and 
fruits for S-6 months; sustaining on 
water in one fortnight and ghee in 
another; feeding brahmal)as; giving 
daksina, cloth, gola; staying up at 
night; breaking fast with kinsmen 
udydpana rite after one year; 
listening to vratakatha 

Controlling senses and eating havi~ya 
on 7th lunar day; next day, fasting; 
bathing; building a svtika- bhavan 
etc; installing a water-pot; worship
piny 5 d~ities (paEcodevapasana); 
worshipping K~~rya with different 
upacaras; offering different items 
to the deity; reciting from Sama Veda; 
giving daksina to brahmanas; listen-. . ' , 
ing to the story of birth of Sri~~~na; 
keeping awake at night; feeding 
brahma~as; finally performing 
namasankirtana 

Fasting, eating havi~ya; worshipping 
.Visnu either in a water-pot or fire 
or water or Salagrama; worshipping 5 
deities (paneodevapasana) muttering 
mantra from Sama Veda; worshipping 
with 16 upacaras; offering 108 
obl~tions every day; feeding 100 
brahmal}as every day; performing 
flamasa/ikirtana 1 With SOngs, muSiC 1 

dance, listening to vratakatha 

Su£1U:1ining on hc1vi!Jya; fasting, even 
avol.ding water throughout night; 
sleeping alone on bed made of kusa 
grass_; bathing; worshipping deity 
with 16 upacaras; installing water 
pot, worshipping 6 deities; reciting 
Sama Veda; giving dak!fi~a to brahmal?a; 
keeping awake at night; performing 
namasarikirtana 



·-·--------------------·----
SJGNIFICANCE 

, -
Satarupa, wife of Manu and others 
performed this vrata 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

Krsna ... 

Krsna 

Radha and 
Krsna 

Krsna 
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NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

Women 

Men and 
women 

Women 

Men and 
women 

REWARD Pl\GE NO 

One obtains 243-
sons, attains 246 
Vaikuntha 
(Vi~~u's realm) 

One's progeny 
increases, 
he attains 
liberation 
from sins, 
salvation, 
freedom from 
rebirth 

One obtains 
salvation with 
husband, 
becomes the 
mother of sons 
for 100 births, 
never becomes 
separated from 
husband and 
sons etc. 

One becomes 
the servant 

of KF~~a, 
liberates 
progenies 

378-
381 

430-
433 

492-
496 



TABLE XIII: DESCRIPTION OF SAKTA VRArAS IN TBE DEVIBHAGAVATA PURANA 

SERIAL 
NO. 

1. 

NAME 

Navaratra 
vrata 

DATE 

First lunar day 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

On new moon day, collecting 
materials; eating havi9ya only once, 
preparing an o~en shade in a 
te.porary building; erecting an 
altar; inviting brahma~as well-versed 
in worshipping the Devi 
On first lunar day, bathing; fasting; 
worshipping deity; installing idol, 
or water-pot filled with gold, 5 
young shoots, etc.; drawing a diagram 
or yantra; approaching brahma~as for 
reading from sacred texts; 
worshipping the deity with Vija 
mantra; 2nd lunar day onwards, 
making a sahkalpa (avowal of the 
purpose to perform a rite); 
worshipping deity with different 
upac~ras; sacrificing animals before 
the deity; propitiating virgins; 
feeding brahma~as etc. The method is 
repeated every day 



SIGNIFICANC:S: 

A trader fulfills his desires by 
perforfuing this vrata 
Rama performed this vow to win over 
Ravana and get back Sita 

NATURE OF 
DEITY· 

Devi or 
Durga 
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NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

Men and 
women 

REWARD PAGE l 

One attains 225-
riches, crops, 231 

sons and 
g.randsons, 
prosperity, 
happiness, 
longevity, 
1·earning, 
heaven etc. 



TABLE XIV: VRATAS IN HONOUR OF SIVA IN TBE LJiGA PDRANA 

SERIAL 
NO. 

l(a} 

{b) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

NAME 

Unnamed 
vrata 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

DATE 

·Pausa . 

Phalguna 

Caitra 

vaisakha 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Worahipping the deity; eating only at 
night (food consisting of Sali rice, 
wheat and milk products); speaking 
truth, controlling anger; on 8th 
lunar day in both fortnights 
fasting; sleeping on bare ground; on 
full moon day bathing Rudra with 
ghee etc.; worshipping and deity; 
feeding brahma~as with barley cooked 
in milk and ghee; performing japa; 
dedicating a tawny-coloured cow and 
bull to Siva 

Fasting; eating only once at night 
(kfsara and ghee); restraining sense
organs; fasting on 14th lunar day 
both fortnights, offering a black cow 
and black bull with ghee and blanket; 
worshipping Siva; feeding brahma~as 

Eating only at night (food consisting 
of cooke!d rice of Syamaka, ghee, 
milk; cc•nquering anger and sense
organs; fasting on 8th and 14th lunar 
days bathing; worshipping Siva; on 
full moon day, dedicating a cow and 
bull to Him; feeding br~hma~a; 

pray in•J 

Worshipping the deity; having food 
(Sali rice cooked with milk and ghee) 
at night; sleeping in a cowpen on 
bareground at night; on full moon day 
bathing Siva; dedicating a white cow; 
bull to Him; feeding brahma~as 

Taking food at night; bathing the deity 
on fullmoon day with pancagavya, ghee, 
etc.; dedicating a white cow and bull 

Worshipping deity; taking food only 
at night (red Sali rice purified by 



SIGNIFICANCE NATURE OF 
DEITY 

~ 

Siva 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -
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NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

not 
specified 

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

REWARD PAGE NO. 

One attains 412 
world of fire-
god, later 
liberation 

One attains 
world of 
Yama 

one attains 
identity with 
Moon 

One attains 
the abode of 
Nirrti . 

One attains 
benefit of 
horse 
sacrifice 

One is 
honoured in 

412-413 

413 

413 

413 

414 



(g) 

(t) 

(k) 

(l~ 

(m) 

~ . 

- do - A.sadha . . 

- do - , -Sraval}a 

- do - Bhadrapada 

- do - Asvina 

- do - Karttika 

- do - Hargasir~a 

Uma-Hahesvara Full moon day, 
vrata New moon day, 

A!?~ami, 

caturdasi 

honey, water, ghee etc); serving cows 
for half the night; sitting in 
Virasana; on full moon day, bathing 
the deity; worshipping Him with caru; 
feeding brahmal}as; giving a cow and 
bull (smoke-like in colour) 

Taking fried grain flour mixed with 
ghee, sugar candy and milk products 
at night; bathing deity on full moon 
day, with ghee etc.; worshipping him; 
feeding learned brahmal}as; giving a 
white cow and white bull 

Worshipping the deity; taking sastika 
rice cooked with milk at night; 
bathing deity with ghee etc.; on full 
moon day, worshipping Him; feeding 
brahmal}as; offering sugarcane, and 
C0\<1 and bull with white toes 

Taking food at night, consisting of 
left-overs of homa; eating roots of 
trees during day-time; bathing and 
worshipping Siva on full moon day; 
dedicating a cow and bull with blue 
shoulders; feeding brahmal}as 

Taking food at night consisting of 
ghee; worshipping Siva on full moon 
day; feeding brahmanas (devotees of 
Siva); donating blue-coloured bull 
and cow 

Worshipping the deity; taking food at 
night consisting of rice cooked in 
milk arid ghee; bathing deity on full
moon da::n offering caru (naivedya); 
feeding brahmal}as; dedicating a cow 
and tawny coloured bull to the deity 

Taking food at night, consisting of 
bar 1 E•y, cooked with ghee, milk, etc.; 
batlli ng and worshipping the deity on 
full moon day; feeding brahmal}a; 
giving cow and bull to him 

Preparing havi~ya at night for a year; 
making an image of Uma-Mahesvara in 
gold or silver; after one year feeding 
brahmal}as; giving them gifts; taking 



- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

uma
Mahesvara 
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- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

Men and 
women 
(virgin, 
widow, etc.) 

the world 
of vayu 

One attains 
the world of 
Varuna 

one attains 
identity with 
vayu and 
becomes all 
pervasive 
like Him 

One attains 
Yak!faloka and 
becomes their 
king 

One attains 
world of 
Indra 

One attains 
identity 
with Siva 

One attains 
the world of 
the Moon 

Men attain 
identity with 
Siva, women 

with uma 

414 

414 

415 

415 

415 

415-
.• 416 

416-
421 



J. Pasupata 
vrata 

for a period of 
one year 

Not specified 

the image on a chariot to a Siva 
temple, dedicating a trident to the 
deity; worshipping with thousand 
white lotuses; dedicating a silver 
lotus; dedicating the following things 
to the temple of deity - a bhara of 
black gingelly seeds cooked in ghee 
and jaggery in Karttika; a 'bull in 
Hargasir~a; a trident in Pau~a, a 
chariot in Hagha; a golden or silver 
image of Siva in Phalguna; 'images of 
Bhava, Kumara and Bhavani in Caitra; a 
silver mountain (Kailasa) in Vaisakha; 
a linga (of metal) in Jyestha; a brick 
house in A~aqha; a ~illock of gingelly 
seeds, minerals in Srava~a; a hillock 
of Sali rice in Bhadrapada; a hillock 
of grains together with clothes in 
Asvina; images of Uma and other 
deities in Karthika; performing the 
HahJmeru vrata-making a huge mountain 
of grains, seeds, etc; bedecked with 
minerals, umbrellas etc.; installing 
images of Siva, Vi~pu, Brahma and 
other deities on it; worshipping; 
feeding brahmanas; offering the 
Hahameru to Siva. · 

Consecrating sacred fire by repeating 
Vedic mantras; fasting; bathing; 
wearing white clothes, sacred thread, 
garlands; performing sacrifice, with 
mantra; extinguishing the fire; 
taking bhasma (ash obtained after 
fire is extinguished) assidously; 
wiping off his limbs and touching 
them along with Agni mantra etc. 

~ommon features: The devotee should practice non-violence, truthfulness, non
:ommon reward Devotee attains identity with Siva and obtains path of perfect 
•Virisana - a particular posture practised by ascetics in meditation, sitting on 



Siva or 
Rudra 

Vaisyas, 
ascetics, 
forest
dwellers, 
house
holders 

A learned 
brahman a 
liberates 
himself from 
all sins,- and 
a person lying 
down on ashes 
attains 
identity with 
' Siva 

662-
667 

stealing, celibacy, forgiveness, mercifulness, three times ablution, Agnihotra etc. 
knowledge. 
the hams. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CHANGING PATTERNS OF RITUALS: FOCUS ON A FEW POPULAR VRATAS 

The vratas prescribed in Puranic texts are not 

repetitive in nature, with the exception of a few. Many 

may be suggested for this. 1 Since the Puranas are reasons . 
assignable to different periods of time, place, region and 

even authorship, the vratas mentioned in the different texts 

maintained a distinct and different identity. Moreover, 

when the vratas were incorporated into Brahmanical religion 

and were restructured and reformulated accordingly, the less 

popularly practised vratas probably went out of vogue rather 

rapidly and were not mentioned more than once. There is yet 

another possibility. Perhaps most of the vratas mentioned 

in the different Puranas were never practised but were 

rather schematic formulations deliberately introduced by the· 

authors, and hence find mention only once. On the other 

hand, the vratas which were actually observed retained their 

popularity and were prescribed repeatedly. It may be worth 

mentioning that many of the vratas that occur repeatedly are 

in vogue in different parts of India even today. 

1. Compare Tables VII-XI. 
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I will be studying in this Chapter the variations that 

are noticeable within the same vrata in the different 

Pura~as that I have taken up for analysis in my dissertation 

the Matsya, Narada, Brahmav~ivartta, Devibhagavata and 

Linga Pura~as. More specifically, the vratas discussed will 

be the Madanadvadasi vrata; the Janmastami vrata, the 

Ekadasi vrata, the Navaratr~ vrat4, tne Gauri vrata and the 

Um~-Mahesvara vrata. 

! 

lfADANADVADASI VRATA 

The Madanadvadasi vrata, as Table XV indicates, is a 

Vaisnava vrata prescribed in the Matsya Pura~a and-also in 

the Narada Purlma. Its mention i.n more than one Purana 

shows that the vrata was in vogue and was regularly 

practised. Although the two texts are dateable to different 

time periods, there is hardJy any variation in the 

description of the vow. The -Matsya Pur ana . however 

recommends a more elaborate ritual-procedure including the 

angapiija, the worshipping of the images of Rat-i and Kama, 

the reciting of the glories of Kama and Kesava, the 

f f . f. 'th 2 per ormance o sacr1 1ce w1 sesamum etc.; these features 

2. Matsya Pura~a, Chap.?, Verse 10-18 (transl.), pp.22-23. 
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are conspicuously . - - 3 absent 1n the Narada Pura~a. This is 

particularly striking because the Narada Pura~a in general 

prescribes a more elaborate ritual-pattern for conducting 

vratas in comparison to the Matsya Purima. . Perhaps the 

Madanadvadasi vrata was losing its popularity by the time 

the Narada Pura~a was compiled. 

II 

JANMASTAHI VRATA 

Perhaps the most popular of all the Vaisnava vratas 

celebrated throughout India even today, the Janmastami vrata 

has been mentioned both in the Narada PuraJ?a and the 

Brahmavaivartta Pura~a. There is however a difference of 

opinion between the two tJxts regarding the exact date or 

tithi for celebrating the vrata. Whereas the Narada Pur ana . 
prescribes Kf9I?a~~am1 of Sravai?a, the Brahmavaivartta Pura~a 

recommends a~tami of Bhadrapada a::; more auspicious. 4 It· may 

be mentioned here that the latter date is corroborated even 

by the Bhavisyottara Pura~a. 5 The varaha PuraJ?a, on the 

other hand, mentions that Krsna was born on the twelfth of ... 

3. Narada Purana, Chap.121, Verse 2-10 (transl.), pp.1501-
1502 .. 

4. See Table XVI. 

5. Kane, Op.cit., p.131. 
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Asadha in the bright half6 . However in the absence of any 

definite information in the Hariva~sa (which merely mentions 

that the nak!fatra was Abhijit anq the muhiirta Vijaya when 

Krsna was born) 7 it is difficult to arrive at any definite 
.. 

conclusion 'regarding the exact date and month. The 

divergent data only reflect the fluidity of the tradition. 

One can however say that since Janmastami .today is 

celebrated in India on Krshnastami of Bhadrapada which is . . . ... 
also the date prescribed in later Pura~as like the 

Brahmavaivartta and Bhavisyottara, this represents a more 

recent belief .than the rest which were perhaps prevalent 

earlier. 

The date apart, there is little or no ~ifference 

between the two texts regarding the ritual pattern, aim etc. 

of the vrata. In both texts, the vrata represents a typical 

Puranic ritua1. 8 The description of the ritual procedure is 

however detailed more in the Brahmavaivartta Purana. Here 

the vratee, apart from propitiating the deity with the usual 

fasting, worshipping etc. is to enact the events of the 

birth of K~~~a in all its details, listen to the story of 

His birth and finally participate in namasamkirtana or 

6. Kane, Op.cit., p.l33. 

7. Ibid. 

8. See Table XVI. 
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namaglma . 9 The last two, as discussed before, are typical 

Vai9~ava practices influenced by bhakti and were largely 

responsible for popularising Vaisnavism. The very fact that 

such practices have been incorporated into the Janm~~tami 

vrata in the Brahmavaiva.rtta Purana which is ·a later .. 
composition perha.ps reflects the increasing relevance and 

growing popularity of this Vaisnava vrata. 

III 

EKADASI VRATA 

The description of the Ek~dasi vrata, another popular 

Vai9ryava vrata, is found in both the Narada Purana and the 

Brahmavaivratta Purana. There is little or no difference in 

ritual procedure prescribed by the two texts. 10 It may be 

·pointed out that the vrata in the Brahmavaivartta Purana 

includes such typical Vaisnava .:ituals like namasa~kirtana 

which is not mentioned in the Narada Pura~a. Also the deity 

to be honoured in the·former is not Visnu but Krsna. 11 He 

is represented here not as a mere incarnation of Visnu but 

9. Brahmavaivartta Purana, 
(transl.), pp.379-3ao: 

10. See Table XVII. 

, 
Srikrsnajanmakhanda, . . . . ~ Chap.9 

11. Brahmavaivartta Purana, Srikrshnajanmakhanda, Chap.28 
(transl.) , pp. 494-496: · · · · · 
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as t.he chief deity. This is natural because the 

Brahmavaivartta Pura:r:a was composed at a later period in the 
• 

eastern region, more specifically Bengal, where Krsna a~d 

Radha worship was popular. It is because of this that the 

t t d th d 't 12 ex regar s Krsna as e supreme e1 y. 

However, in contrast to the B.rahmavaivartta Pura~a, the 

N~rada Purana describes the Ekadasi vrata. in great detaiL 

In fact the entire Uttarardha, the second section of the 

text is dedicated to the glorification of this vrata. That 

this was the most important Vaisnava vrata according to this .. 
text is also evident from the references to twelve different 

kinds of Ekadasi vratas. The text also mentions different 

kinds of abstinences that the vratee is supposed to observe 

on the three days - dasami, ekadasi and dv~dasi 13 . (the 

tenth, eleventh and twelfth lunar days). Similar references 

are not found in the Brahmavaivartta Purana. It is 

difficult to conclude whether the popularity of the vrata 

diminished or not by the time this Purana was composed. One 

can only say that unlike in the Narada Pural!a, the Ek"adasi 

vrata is certainly not the most important or popula:r vrata 

according to the Brahmavaivartta Purana. 

12. Rawal, Op.cit., p.5. 

13. Narada Pura:r:a, Chap.120, Verse 1-92 (transl.), pp.1491-
1501. 
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IV 

NA\TARATRA VRATA 

The Navaratra vrata celebrated in different parts of 

India even-today is perhaps one of the most popular Sakta 

festivals. A detailed description of this vrata is 
,_ 

traceable in both the Devibhagavata Pura~a, a Sakta text and 

the Narada Purana which reflects a distinct Vaisnava . 
influence. A comparative study14 of these two texts shows 

that in the Narada Pura~a, the Navaratra vrata is only at 

the initial stage of its ~ormation. It shbuld be noted her~ 

that the reference to this vrata is not found in any of the 

earlier Puranas. Although the v.rata here is referred to as . 
a festival of nine nights there is no mention of such 

, 
typical Sakta rituals like animal sacrifice or such 

Brahmanical rites like propitiating the brahma~as 
15 etc. 

All of these rituals are not only mentioned in the 

Devibhagavata Pura~a16 but characterize the Navaratra 

festival even today. Any reference to the installation of 

an image of Durga, tully bedecked with ornaments and various 

14. See Table XVIII. 

15. Narada Pur~~a, Chap.110, Verse 
pp.1425-1426. 

3.0-34 (transl.), 

16. Devibhagavata Pura~a, Chap.26, Verse 1-62 (transl.), 
pp.225-229. 
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weapons in her different arms is also absent.
17 It may be 

suggested that the worship of the goddess here is S}"ltbolic. 

At the same time, the reference to a water-pot filled with 

germinating wheat and barley grains18 might very well 

indicate that the vrata was nothing but a fertility-cult in 

its origin. Here one may refer to a particular passage in 

the Devimahatya section of the MarkaJ?qeya Purli.J?a, where the 
, 

goddess CaJ?~i says that she will be famed as Sakambhar1 in 

future and will sustain the whole world by filling it up 

with life-giving roots and crops sprouting from her own body 

in the downpour of rain19 . Infact the concept of fertility 

has always been associated with the worship of the goddess. 

This connection is traceable as far back as the Harappan 

20 Mention ought to be made here of oblong age. an 

terra cotta seal from Harappa which shows a nude female 

standing upside ·down with legs wide apart and a plant 

issuing from her womb. This seal can be compared to a 

terracotta relief of th~ early Gupta period from Bhita where 

the goddess is shown with her legs in almost the same 

position and a lotus issuing from her neck instead of from 

17. See Table XVIII. 

18. Narada PuraJ?a, Chap.llO, Verse 30-31 (transl.), p.1425. 

19. Banerjea, op.cit., p.112. 

20. Ibid., pp.165. 
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her womb. The underlying idea in the opinion of J.N. 

Banerjea is similar and can be expressed as "the goddess as 

the main source of nourishment. 1121 

From the above discussion it is evident that the Narada 

Purar:a depicts the Navaratra vrata in ·the initial stages of 

its evolution. Another plausible explanation may be that 

the Narada Purar:a being a Vai~~ava text, refrains from 

indulging in any detailed discussion of a Sakta ritual. 

This is .evident in the way Sakti is represented in the text 

in relation to Vi~ryu, the principal deity. Here it is Visnu .. 
who is the controller of the world while Durga or Sakti is 

His power and is related to Him. When Sakti is realized 

with Vi~ryu, She is the Almighty power. But when She is 

realized without Vishnu, She is nothing but Maya. . . 

The Devibhagavata PuraiJa on the other hand, gives a 

detailed and elaborate account of the Navaratra vrata. The 

vrata here develops.into a full-fledged festival extending 

. over nine days with different kinds of rituals being 

prescribed for each day. The v.r-atee is asked t0 commence 

the vrata from the Amavasya tithi itself. Besides other 

things he is asked to construct a ma~qapa (an open shade in 

a temporary building), ornamental gateways with an awning 

21. Banerjea, Op.cit., p.112. 
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above, all according to specified measurements. The fact 

that a separate ma~1apa is to be constructed in the open 

space outside the house perhaps indicates that the vrata 

here is no longer a private affair but a publir. festival~ 

It may be for the same reason that the vratee is not asked 

to conduct the ritual individually but has to invite 

brahmanas who .are versed in the Vedas and Vedangas22 and 

especially skilled in the ceremony of worshiping the Devi. 

Even the Candipatha and Bhagavatapatha on the pratipad tithi 

are to be conducted by brahmaryas appointed for the purpose. 

Moreover the devotee is asked to satisfy the brahmanas 

before they begin the puja. Sjnce the entire affair is 

conducted by them, it is only by propitiating them that the 

vratee could hope to make the vrata a success. This is 

indeed a significant change in domparison to the nature of 

the vrata in the Narada Pura~a where the vrata is totally a 

personalized affair to be performed by the vratee himself 

without any priestly mediation. 23 

Other changes also need to be discussed. For instance, 

the water-pot representing the deity in the Narada Purana is 

replaced in the Devibhagavata Purarya by a huge idol of the 

goddess fully decorated with ornaments and weapons in her 

22. Devibhagavta Pura~a, Chap.26-27, pgs. 225-229, 229-234. 

23. See Table XVIII. 
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four ·or eighteen arms. In cases of difficulty, tl1e image is 

replaceable by a water-pot containing five young shoots of 

plants. A full kalasa or ghata (water jar) has been a 

symbol of holiness.and prosperity from the early Vedic times 

24 (Refer to Rg.III 52.15, apUr~a asya kalasah}. But its 

inclusion here ~eiterates the connection between Devi-

worship and a fertility cult. It may be noted here that the 

establishment of a ghata is a major ritual in the Navaratra 

festival celebrated in the Deccan, 25 Gujarat and Saurashtra; 

in Bengal which is well known for its autumnal Durga puja, 

worshipping of navapatrika 

beginning of the festiva1. 26 

or nine sprouts marks the 

According to the Devibhagavata 

Purana 27 the two most auspicious times for celebrating the 

festival occur in ASvina an~ Caitra - the times when the 

autumn and spring crops become ready for harvesting. This 

reaffirms the connection that 1 have sought to establish 

between the Navaratra vrata and a fertility-cult. 

Durga in this text is however not merely a fertility 

goddess. Rather, the description in the text reminds us of 

24. Kane, Op.cit., p.183. 

25. Kane, Op.cit., p.183. 

26. Chakravarty, Op.cit., p.99. 

27. Devibhagavata Pura~a, Chap. 26, Verse 18-20, 50-51, 58, 
60 (transl.J, pp.226-229. 
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the goddess in her typical Durga Mahisasuramardini form (the 
I 

supreme war-goddess vlho killed the demon Mahisasura and 

others and thus became Durgatinasini, the destroyer of aJl 

sufferings and calamities). The NavaratrcL festival in the 

Devibhagavata Pural}a thus symbolises the triumph of the good 

over evil forces. It is in this form of the Durga 

Mahisasuramardini that the goddess is worshipped in Bengal . 
even today during the Durga puja. 28 

Besides, the reference to animal-sacrifices, the 

offering of meat as naivedya on specific days, the 

propitiation of virgin girls of different ages and castes 

for the fulfillment of specific desires, are significant 

29 changes in the procedures of the vratas and reflect the 

gradual development of the vrata to a full-fledged festival. 

This in turn indicates the increasing importance and 

popularity of the Navaratra vrata. 

v 

GAURI VRA7'A 

The Gauri vrata is another popular vrata in honour of 

the goddess Gauri or Bhavani and continues to be practised 

28. Chakravarty, Op.cit., p.94. 

29. See Table XVIII. 
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by womenfolk of today. This vrata has been mentioned in as 

many as three Puranas the Matsya Pura~a, Narada Purana 

d th h ' tt - 30 If t ' t 't t an e Bra mava~var a Purana. one r1es o Sl ua e . 
these texts in a chronological scheme inspite of certain 

inherent difficulties, the Matsya Pura~a precedes the Narada 

Pura~a whicn in turn is followed by the Brahmavaivartta 

Purana. Keeping in mind this tentative scheme, if one 

examines the Gauri vrata, a gradual evolvi.ng pattern 

emerges. In the Matsya Purar:a, for instance, the vratee is 

asked to observe the vow by simply invoking the deity, 

practising certain restraints regarding food, and. 

propitiating a brahm~a couple with gifts and 31 eatables. 

As a reward, he is promised the "realm of Parvati". There 

are no elaborate instructions to undertake a fast, keep 

awake at night or perform a puja - rituals which are common 

to most Puranic vratas. Moreover~ although the vow is 

dedicated to goddess Gau~i (a form of Sakti), it bears no 

resemblance to a 
,_ 

typical Sakta vrata. In other words 

rituals like the worship of virgins, the sacrifice of 

animals etc are not mentioned here. One should also note in 

this context that the text prescribes the vrata for both men 

and women but not for the latter specifically or for a 

30. See Table XIX. 

31. Matsya Purima, Chap.lOl, Verse 7-8 (transl.), p.272. 
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particular b . t' 32 o Jec l.Ve. This is in contrast to the 

description of the same vrata in·other texts. Thus one 

might conclude that the Matsya Pura.Qa records the Gauri 

vrata .in the initial stages of its formation. 

In contrast, both the Narada and Brahmavaivartta 

Pura~as describe the Gauri vrata in greater detail. In both 

texts, the vrata is recommended exclusively for women, 

particularly 
. . 33 

unmarried virgins desirous of a bridegroom. 

In the Narada Pura~a, however, even a married 34 woman is 

eligible to participate in the vrata in order to ·obtain 

"matrimonial bliss and good fortune for her sons and 

husband. Further, the vratee, whether married or unmarried, 

is asked to propitiate brahma.Qa women (with husbands and 

sons alive) and girls "with auspicious characteristics" 

(virgins) with different items like saffron, collyrium, 

clothes etc. 35 

In the Brahmavaivartta Pura~a, on the other hand, there 

is no reference to the worship of virgins or married women 

32. Matsya Pura~a, Chap.lOl, Verse 7-8 (transl.), p.272. 

33. Narada Pura~a, Chap.l12, Verse 2-5 (transl.), 
Brahmavaivartta Purana, Srik~~l!ajanmakha~c:ta, 
(transl.), p.501. · 

34. Ibid., Chap.ll2, Verse 2-5 (transl.), p.1432. 

35. Ibid. 
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by the vratee. 36 The fact that this text is Vaisnava in form 

probably determines the restraint in prescribing rites which 

are typical of the Sakta cult. The Narada Pura~a inspite of 

being primarily a Vaishnava . Purana, it needs to be 
• 

reemphasized, is more liberal in its attitude towards other 

sectarian faiths and their rituals. 

Both the Narada Pur a!! a and · th'e Brahmavai vartta Pur a!} a 

also prescribe, unlike the Matsya Pura~a, an elaborate 

ritual procedure for the Gaurl vrata as is evident from 

Table XIX. This includes fasting, making an image of the 

deity, bathing, worshipping the deity with different 

upacaras etc. The instruction givenin the Brahmavaivartta 

Pura~a is even more detailed. Here, the vratee is not only 

required to observe the above rites but also to listen to a 

vrata-katha, offer pu]a to six other deities, and entertain 

the deity with song, music and dance. 37 

Other differences may also be cited. The deity to be 

propitiated in the Narada Pura~a and the Matsya Purim a . is 

Gauri. The Niirada PuraiJ.a instructs the vratee to construct 

an image of Gauri along with her consort Siva. 38 In the 

36. See Table XIX. 

37. See Table XIX. 

38. See Table XIX. 
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Brahmavaivartta Purar;a, on the other hand, the vrata. is 

dedicated to Durga. 39 Both ourga and Gauri are forfus of 
, 
Sakti and are different images of the same Goddess. But 

Durga, unlike Gaurl, Lalita or Bhav2ml is not merely the 

wife of ·siva. She is the supreme war-goddess and is 

worshipped primarily in the eastern region, or more 

specifically BengaL Since the provenance of the 

Brahmavaivartta PuraiJa is also located ii.1 Bengal, it is only 

natural that the· vrata is dedicated to Durga. Infact, in 

the text, instructions are given to the vratee to construct 

a ten-armed idol of Durga (exactly in the way she is 

worshipped currently in Bengal) out of 40 sand. It is 

evident that in contrast to its description in the Matsya 

PuraiJa, the Gauri vrata acquires prominence in both the 

Narada and Brahmavaivartta Pura~as. Not only does it become 

more elaborate in its ritual procedure, it acquires a 

specific purpose and is recommended for a particular group 

of participants - women. 

39. See Table XIX. 
/ 

~o. Brahmavaivartta Purana, 
(transl.), p.501. · 

Srikrshnajamakhanda, . . . . . Chap.29 
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VI 

UlfA-HAHESVARA VRA'l'A 

Although the Uma-Mahesvara vrata has been recommended 

in the - 41 . • 42 . Narada and L~nga Puranas texts with differing 

sectarian affiliations, one does not notice much difference 

in ritual-patterns mentioned- in the texts. The only 

noticeable difference lies in the duration of the vrata 

h . h b 1 . d . th . . - 4 3 w 1c ecomes more pro onge 1n e L~nga Pura~a. This is 

natural since the Linga Pura~a reveals 
,. . 
Sa1va affiliations 

and therefore attaches more impor·tance to the vrata. 

One interesting feature of the vrata in the Narada 

Purima is that it requires the vratee to smear his body with 
. 44 

bhasma - a Saiva rite of the Pasupata school. Thus, one 

can notice here an influence of the Pasupata sect of 

Saivism. In the Linga Pura~a, however, this rite is not 

45 included in the observance of the same vrata. Instead the 

text prescribes a separate vrata, the Pasupata vrata of 

41. Narada PuraiJa, Chap.l24, Vers_e 
pp.l532-1535. 

33-43 (transl.), 

42. Linga Pural}a, Chapter 84, Verse 1-72, pp.416-421. 

43. See Table XX. 

44. Narada Pura'.!1a, Chap.124, Verse 35 (transl.), p .153 3. 

45. Linga Pura~a, Chap.84, Verse 1-72 (transl.), pp.416-421. 
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which the P~~upata rite is the chief feature. Perhaps this 

particular ritual could not find support among the lay-

/, -worshippers of S~va and was therefore deleted from the Uma-

Mahesvara vrata which is prescribed for ordinary men and 

women. The P~~upata vrata on the other hand is recommended 

mainly for ascetics, forest-dwellers and lea'rned brahman as . 
though house-holders are also given permission to practice 

it. 

Further, in the Narada Pur~~a, the vratee is promised 

fame and material wealth on observing the vrata. In the 

Linga Purana on the other hand, the vratee 
• 

is promised 

identity or Sayuja with the deity Himself. 46 Thus, the 

vrata, according to the Linga PuraiJa, becomes more effective 

thus suggesting its increasing importance. 

In this chapter I have tried to trace through similar 

vratas prescribed in different· Pur.anic texts, the changing 

patterns of vratas to indicate the shifting importance of 

these rituals as also the deities and the cults to which 

these vratas were affiliated. 

46. See Table XX. 
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TABLE XV: DESCRIPTION OF lfADANADVADASI VRATA :tN ~HE DIF'FERENT PtJR.A.t!AS 

PURANA 

TIME 

BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION 

PRIESTLY 
MEDIATION 
REQUIRED 

SIGNIFICANCE 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

REWARDS 

HATSYA PURA1fA 

Twelveth lunar day in bright 
fortnight of Caitra, ta be 
repeated every month for 1 year 

Fasting; sleeping on floor; 
installing earthen/metal jar 
filled with fruits, sugarcane, 
white rice; covering it with 
copper plate containing fruits, 
gold, raw sugar; placing image 
of Cupid and Rati made of 
sugar on it; offering 
angapuja; offering sandal, 
incense, prayer along with 
music; reciting glories of 
Kama and Kesava, g~v~ng jar to 
brahma~a, honouring brahmaqas 
with food and gifts, breaking 
fast with food devoid of salt. 

Udyapana rite worshipping 
golden image of Cupid; 
performing sacrifice with 
white sesamum, ghee; pronounc
ing different names of Cupid; 
worshipping priest and 
consort; honouring brahma~a 
with food, gifts etc. 

No 

Diti, mother of demons begot the 
Maruts by observing this vrata 

Janardana in the nature of Kama 

Not specified 

One attains liberation from 
evil, begets worthy children, 
passes away in peace. 
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NARADA PURANA 

Twelveth lunar day ln bright 
fortnight of Caitra, to be 

repeated every month for 1 year 

Placing a pot filled with 
white, raw rice grain; placing 
different types of fruits with 
stumps of sugarcane; applying 
white sandal on pot; covering 
it with white clothes; keeping 
various dishes of eatables, 
gold, a copper vessel of 
jaggery on the pot; worship-

. ping the deity with all 
upacaras, fasting; next morn
ing - honouring brahma~as with 
~ood, gifts, dak~i~a. 

Udyapana rite - giving bed, 
cow etc.to preceptor; worship
ping a briJ.hmaiJa couple_, 
presenting a golden image of 
Kama, cow and garments. 

No 

No 

Acutya in the form of Kama 

Not specified 

One attains liberation from 
sins, and equality with Hari 



TA.BLE XVI: DESCRIPTION OF JMllf.M!'[M'ii VRM.!:. 
0

IN THE DIFFEREJ.lT PURANAS 

PURANA 

TIME 

BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION 

PRIESTLY 
MEDIATION 
REQUIRED 

SIGNIFICANCE 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

REWARD 

Eighth lunar day in dark 
fortnight of Sravana 

Fasting; bathing with gingelly 
seeqs, mixed in pure water of 
a river; making a mystic 
diagram on platform, placing a 
water-pot on it and over that 
a golden image of Krsna; 
worshipping with sixteen 
upacaras; worshipping Devaki, 
Vasudeva, etc.; staying up at 
night; offering naivedya~ 
aratika, arghya etc.; reciting 
hymns from Pura~as; singing, 
playing instruments; honouring 
preceptor with gifts and 
dak~i~a, breaking fast 

No 

- do -

Kt~~a together with Devaki, 
Vasudeva etc. 

Not specified 

One attains Goloka with family 
servants, obtains benefit of a 
crore of Ekadasi vrata 
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BRAHMAVAIVARTTA PURANA 

Eighth lunar day of Bh~drapada 

Controlling senses; eating 
havi~ya on saptami; on a~~ami 

- fasting; bathing; building a 
sutika-bhavana; making all 
arrangements for birth of a 
baby; installing a water-pot; 
worshipping five deities; wor
shipping Krsna with five 
different upacaras; reciting 
from Sama Veda; giving 
dak~i~a to brahma~a; listen
ing to the story of birth of 
K~~qa; keeping awake at night; 
feeding br~hma~as; perform
ing namasankirtana 

No 

- do -

Men and women 

One attains progeny, liberation 
from sins, freedom from rebirth 



TABLE XVII: DESCRIPTION OF BJUWMI VRATA IN THE DIF'FERENT PURiNAS 7 '"' 

PURANA HARADA PURAlfA BRAHHAVAIVARTTA PUR~A 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----

TIME 

DESCRIPTION 

PRIESTLY 
MEDIATION 
REQUIRED 

SIGNIFICANCE 

Eleventh lunar day in both 
fortnights of every month 

The Harada Purina prescribes 
as many as • 24 Ekadati 
vratas to be performed on 
both fort-nights of every 
month. 

On tenth lunar day controlling 
sense-organs; bathing; bathing 
Visnu; worshipping; avoiding 
night meal; on eleventh lunar 
day, constructing a pavilion; 
fasting; worshipping with 
upacaras, japa, homa, pradak
~iryas, r~citing hymns, singing, 
playing musical instruments; 
listening to Pura~as; keep
ing awake at night; on the 
twelfth lunar day, fasting; 
bathing; bathing and 
worshipping Visnu; feeding 
brahma~as, giving them various 
gifts and dak~i~a; performing 
five sacrifices; breaking fast 
with kinsmen. 

No 

On tenth lunar day - abstaining 
from bell-metal vessel, meat, 
cooked lentil, Bengal gram, 
Kodrava grains, wine, food 
given by others; on eleventh 
lunar day - abstaining from 
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Eleventh lunar day in both 
fortnights of every month 

Fasting, taking havi~ya; 

avoiding even water at night; 
sleeping alone on bed made of 
Kusa grass; bathing; worship
ping deity with 16 upacaras; 
installing a water pot; 
worshipping 6 deities; 
reciting mantra from .sama 
Veda, and stava for Vi~ryu; 

giving daksina to brahma~as; 
keeping a~ake at night; 
performing namasankirtana. 

No 

- do -

contd ... 



TABLE XVII contd .•• 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

REWARD 

gambling, sleeping, betel 
lea_ves, cleaning teeth, slan
dering, back-biting, stealing, 
injuring others, sexual 
intercourse, anger, lying; on 
twelveth lunar day, avoiding 
bell-metal, meat, wine, honey, 
oil, conversation \.,.ith out
castes, ppysical desires, 
journey, second meal, sexual 
intercourse, cont.act with 
untouchables, cooked lentil. 

Visnu 

. , 
brahma~a, k~atriya, va~sya, 

sudra and women 

One attains sarupya with Hari, 
Vi~ryu's abode, worldly pleasure, 
liberation from sin, salvation. 
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Krsna 

ME•n and women 

One becomes servant of Visnu, 
his progenies become liberated. 



TABLE XVIII: DESCRIPTION OF NAVARATRA VRATA IN THE DIFFERENT PUR~AS 

PURANA 

TIME 

BRIEF 
DF.SCRIPTION 

PRIESTLY 
MEDIATION 
REQUIRED 

SIGNIFICANCE 

NARADA PUR.ANA . 

First lunar day in bright 
fortnight of Asvina, to be. 
continued for 9 nights 

Installing a water-pot in the 
aftrenoon; sowing barley and 
wheat grains in it; taking a 
single meal daily, or fasting; 
worshipping Goddess with 
mantras; reciting holy texts, 
reading 3 caritas from 
Markaqqeya Pura~a; worshipping 
and feeding brahmanas 

No 

- do -
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DEVIBHAGAVllTA PURAUA 

First lunar day in bright 
fc;.rtnightr of Asvina or Caitra 
to be continued for .9 nights 

On new moon day, collecting 
materials; eating havi9ya only 
once; preparing an open shade 
in a temporary building; 
erecting an altar etc; inviting 
brahma~as, well versed in 
worshipping the Devi; on first 
lunar day, bathing; appointing 
brahmaQaS for reading sacred 
texts; fasting and worshipping 
the deity; installing 4 or 18 
armed idol on the altar, or a 
water pot filled with gold, 5 
young shoots; drawing a dia
gram; placing ali necessary 
items on one side; worshipping 
with different upacaras; 
offering animal sacrifice and 
homa; singing, dancing, playing 
musical instruments; worship
ping virgins every day; offer
ing payasa, flesh, fish to the 
deity; feeding brahmanas. 

~ . . . 

No 

A trader fulfills his desires 
by performing this vrata. 
Ramacandra performed the vow 
to win over Ravana and got 
back sita. 

contd ... 



TABLE XVIII contd •.. 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

REWARD 

Goddess (not specified} 

Not specified 

One attains worldly pleasures, 
salvation, siddhi 
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Devi 

One attains riches, crops, sons 
and grandsons, prosperity, 
happiness, longevity, health·, 
heaven, learning. One d~prived 
of kingdom will get it back, 
the sin of brahmana murder, 
drinking liquor, stealing, 
adultry with wife of guru, 
association with such a person 
perishes on performing this 
v.z-ata. 



1'ABLE. XIX: DESCRIPTION OF GAURI VR.li.TA IN THE DIFFEF.EttT PURANAS 

PURANA 

TIME 

BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION 

PRIESTLY 
MEDIATION 
REQUIRED 

SIGNIFICANCE 

NATURE OF 
DEITY 

HATSYA PURANA . 

Caitra 

Invoking pleasure of 
Goddess with 'Gauri 
me. priyatam'; 
abstaining from 
honey, milk, curds~ 

ghee, molass, fine 
clothes, sugarcane 
juice; worshipping 
brahmana and wife 

No 

- do -

Gauri 

NARADA l'VRANA . 

Third lunar day in 
bright fortnight of 
Caitra, to be conti
nued for 12 years 

Making an image of 
Gaurl and Siva in 
gold etc; worship
ping wlth flowers, 
scents, clothes, 
ornaments et.c.; 
fasting; propitia
ting bral)mar!a women 
(whose husbands are 
alive) and virgins 
w-ith Eld{fJ~on, 

collyrium et:c.; 
keeping awake at 
night; giving image 
to preceptor or 
immersing it; 
udyapana rite -
donating 12 cows 

No 

- do 

Gauri 1·d. th Siva 
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BRA!iHAVAIVARTTA PURMn 

Agrahayana 

Bathing; installing 
water-pot; worship
ping 6 deities with 
5 upacaras; drawing 
a ma~~ala; constru
cting an idol of 
Durga with 10 hands, 
with sand on the 
bank of a river; 
muttering mantra 
from Sama Veda; 
listening to 
vrata-katha; giving 
gold to brahma~as, 
feeding them, with 
the accompaniment of 
songs, music etc. 

No 

Gopinis including Radh 
performed this vrata 
to obtain Krsna as 
husband 

Durga or Parvati 

contd ... 



TABLE XIX contd ... 

NATURE OF 
DEVOTEE 

REWARD 

Not specified 

Attains realm of 
Parvatl 

Unmarried "·irgi.ns 
desirous of husband, 
married womem desirous 
of conjugal bliss and 
good fortune for 
husband and sons 

One at.tains good 
husband, sons, conjugal 
bliss, fame, wealth, 
happiness etc. 
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Young women desirous 
of good husband 

One attains good 
husband, Goloka 



'!'ABLE XX: DESCRIPTION OF UKA-IfAHBSvARA VRATA IN THE DIFFERENT PURANAS 

----·-------------------------·---------------
PURANA 

TIME 

BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION 

NARADA PU.:~.AlfA 

Full moon day of Bhadrapada 
for 15 years 

On previous day, taking a 
single-meal; worshipping the 
deity; praying; sleeping near 
the deity at raght; on 
purnima, getting up in the 
last watch of night; applying 
bhasma and wearing Rudrak~a; 

worshipping the deity with 
different upacaras; fasting 
till sunset; at moonrise, 
worshipping again; keeping 
awake at night. 

Udyapana rite - making golden 
image of Uma-Mahesvara; 
placing image on a silver 
post; bathing images with 
pancamrta and pure water; 
worshipping with 16 upacaras; 
feeding 15 brahmanlz·s with 
sweet, cooked rice, giving 
dak~i~a, g~v~ng one pot and 
image to each brahmana. 
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LillGA PURANA 

Eighth lunar day, 14th lunar 
day,full moon day,new moon day 

Preparing havi~ya at night for 
a year; making an image of 
Uma-Mahesvara in gold or 
silver; after one year feeding 
brahmaiJ.as, giving them gifts; 
taking the image on a chariot 
to a Siva temple; dedicating a 
trident to the deity; worship
ping with thousand white 
lotuses, dedicating a silver 
lotus; dedicating the 
following things to the temple 
of deity - a bhara of black 
gingelly seeds cooked in ghee 
and jaggery in Karttika, a 
bull in Hargasir~a, a trident 

.in Paufa, a chariot in Magha, 
a golden or silver image of 
Siva in Phalguna, images of 
Bhava, Kumara and Bhavanl in 
Caitra, a silver mountain 
(Kailasa) in vaisakha, a linga 
(of metal) in Jye~~ha, a brick 
house in A~aqha, a hillock of 
gingelly seeds, minerals in 
Sz·avaQa, a hillock of Sali 
rice in Bhadrapada, a hillock 
of grains together with 
clothes in Asvina, images of 
Uma and other deities in 
Karttika; performing the 
Hahameru vrata - making a huge 
mountain,of grains, seeds,etc. 
bedecked with minerals, 
umbrellas etc.; installing 
images of Siva, Vi~ryu, Brahm~ 
and other deities on it; 
worshipping, feeding brahmanas; 
offering the Hahameru to si~a. 

contd ... 



TABLE ~X contd ..• 

PRIESTLY· 
MEDIATION 
REQUIRED 

SIGNIFICANCE 

NATURE 
OF DEITY 

NATURE 
OF' 

DEVOTEE 

RE:WARD 

No 

- do -

Uma-Mahesvara 

Not specified 

One attains fame throughout 
world and riches 
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No 

Observing forbearance, non
violence, celibacy etc. 

Uma-Mahesvara 

Mem and women 

Men attain identity with 
Siva and women with Uma 



CONCLUSION 

Puranic vratas exhibi_t a general pattern. Yet while 

adhering to a broad structure, vratas differ both within the 

same texts as well as across texts. An analysis as to why 

' 
such variations arose would in fact point to issues far more 

complex than a simplistic understanding of rituals and 

vratas serve as indicators of the prevalent socio-economic 

conditions, the rise of different religio-cultural movements 

and the changes within a general pattern of history strung_ 

across centuries. In my dissertation I have analysed the 

vratas prescribed in the following texts - Matsya Purar:a, 

Narada Pura~a, Brahmavaivartta Pura~a, Devibhagavata Pur ana . 
and Lihga Pura~a. 

In this context, I have also elaborated on another 

theme. Vratas, particularly from the post-5th-6th centuries 

A.D. may be placed in an intermediary position between 

Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical cultures. These are rituals 

in which may be discerned Vedic characteristics, and yet 

vratas inevitably maintained for themselves a 

distinctiveness that increased over centuries and gave to 

these practices a distinct personality. As historical 

developments took place and new politico-religious currents 

arose and ebbed away, vratas in turn were moulded and 
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restructured and had imprinted.on them the stamp of' the age. 

And because such practices carne to be incorporated in 

Puranic texts composed over centuries, we have some vratas 

which appear for a time in certain texts, only to make a 

hasty departure once these rituals lost their social 

relevance and became anachronistic, while others remained 

and have continued in practice even today. 
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